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We explore the relationship between renormalization group (RG) flow and error correction by
constructing quantum algorithms that exactly recognize 1D symmetry-protected topological (SPT)
phases protected by finite internal Abelian symmetries. For each SPT phase, our algorithm runs
a quantum circuit which emulates RG flow: an arbitrary input ground state wavefunction in the
phase is mapped to a unique minimally-entangled reference state, thereby allowing for efficient
phase identification. This construction is enabled by viewing a generic input state in the phase as
a collection of coherent ‘errors’ applied to the reference state, and engineering a quantum circuit to
efficiently detect and correct such errors. Importantly, the error correction threshold is proven to
coincide exactly with the phase boundary. We discuss the implications of our results in the context
of condensed matter physics, machine learning, and near-term quantum algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The renormalization group (RG) is one of the most im-
portant concepts to arise in theoretical physics over the
past century [1–4]. Given a microscopic description of
a many-body system, the framework of RG provides a
systematic way of extracting the universal features cap-
turing the system’s low-energy physics. RG is an indis-
pensable tool in condensed matter physics, where it is
used to classify phases of matter.

It is interesting to note that there is an important con-
cept in information theory which shares many parallels
with RG, namely that of error correction (EC). Writ
large, EC is a class of techniques developed to protect
information (both classical and quantum) from the ef-
fects of noise. The key idea of EC is to hide a small
amount of important logical information redundantly in
a larger number of physical degrees of freedom, and it
shares with RG the ability to separate universal infor-
mation from unimportant details. Due to this concep-
tual similarity, there have been several works drawing
connections between RG and EC from a variety of per-
spectives, ranging from the theory of quantum channels
to the physics of black holes [5–14]. However, these con-
nections are often heuristic, based on empirical findings,
or else appear in highly formalized settings.

In this work, we establish an explicit connection be-
tween RG and EC by presenting a class of quantum cir-
cuit algorithms that solve quantum phase recognition
(QPR) problems. Given a ground state wavefunction
|ψ〉 and a phase of matter P, the QPR problem asks
whether or not |ψ〉 belongs to P. Our quantum cir-
cuits efficiently solve this problem for a large class of
gapped 1D symmetry-protected topological (SPT) and
symmetry-breaking phases. We do this by implementing
a simple form of error correction in a hierarchical multi-
scale way, in a manner which emulates RG flow (Fig. 1a).
We show that the convergence of this RG flow coincides

exactly with the phase boundary of P, implying that our
algorithm faithfully recognizes input wavefunctions even
very close to phase boundaries. Our circuit is built from
3-local gates with a depth of at most O(log(L)), and has
a substantially smaller sample complexity compared to
more conventional approaches that directly measure or-
der parameters, making it a practical solution for near-
term quantum hardware.

Our RG quantum circuits are inspired by the quan-
tum convolutional neural network (QCNN) architecture
introduced in [13] and experimentally demonstrated in
[15], and have some conceptual similarities with the
measurement-based approach of Refs. [16, 17]. For our
purposes, a QCNN is a unitary circuit Q built from lay-
ers of local unitaries chained together in a hierarchical
fashion, similar to the multiscale entanglement renormal-
ization ansatz (MERA) [18, 19] and tree tensor networks.
The hierarchical nature of Q originates from an iterative
filtering of the Hilbert space which occurs at each layer of
the circuit. At a given layer, Q effectively separates the
system’s Hilbert space into two subspaces, Hre and Han.
The renormalized subspace Hre contains error-corrected
degrees of freedom that are further renormalized in sub-
sequent layers, while the ancilla subspace Han stores de-
tailed microscopic information about the detected errors,
and the degrees of freedom therein do not participate in
further layers (Fig. 1b).

The nontrivial task we address in this paper is to design
a single universal circuit Q that performs phase recog-
nition on all input states |ψ〉. We accomplish this by
addressing three challenges: (i) constructing a local EC
protocol that isolates non-universal information present
in |ψ〉 and deposits it inHan, (ii) ensuring any input state
in P flows under our circuit to a unique fixed point |ΨP〉,
while simultaneously ensuring that any state outside of
P does not flow to |ΨP〉, and (iii) efficiently performing
phase recognition given the converged fixed point wave-
function. As we show, these desiderata can be all satisfied
by a simple analytic construction that does not require
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FIG. 1. Phase recognition and RG flow. a. A schematic
of a phase diagram drawn as a function of two arbitrary pa-
rameters λ1,2. Our goal is to determine whether or not a
state |ψ〉 drawn from the phase diagram belongs to a given
target phase, e.g. SPT2 above. Each |ψ〉 can be written as a
finite-depth symmetric quantum circuit U acting on a univer-
sal state |Ψ〉, which serves as the representative wavefunction
for the target phase. We design a quantum circuit Q which
‘undoes’ the action of U for all |ψ〉 in the target phase, by
inducing an RG flow from |ψ〉 to |Ψ〉 ⊗ |φan〉, where |Ψ〉 is
an RG fixed-point reference state, and |φan〉 encodes the non-
universal correlations in |ψ〉. b. Q is built from a hierarchical
array of unitary operators C, chained together in a way rem-
iniscent of MERA. Each C acts on three sites: the center
output leg of C is a ‘renormalized’ degree of freedom that is
passed on to the next layer of the circuit, while the remaining
‘ancilla’ legs store the non-universal information in |ψ〉, and
do not participate in subsequent layers. This divides the out-
put of each layer of Q into two subspaces: renormalized legs
Hre on which Q imprints the result of the phase identification
algorithm, and ancilla legs Han, which contain the data that
distinguishes different wavefunctions in the target phase.

any numerical optimization or training.

We emphasize that in the scenario under consideration,
the input to the QPR problem is a quantum wavefunction
|ψ〉— which may be handed to us from a physical exper-
iment — rather than a tensor network or other efficient
classical description thereof. This means that we are not
allowed to perform any nonlinear data processing that
requires a classical description of an input state, such
as probing the state’s entanglement structure, or per-
forming tensor-network renormalization [20–24]. While a
classical description can always be obtained using quan-
tum state tomography, such an approach will generically

require a large sample complexity, and is conceptually
distinct from the RG-inspired treatment we propose.

II. RECOGNIZING 1D
SYMMETRY-PROTECTED TOPOLOGICAL

PHASES

A. Overall strategy

Before presenting technical results, we briefly review
the definition of gapped phases in 1D, establish notation,
and summarize the overall strategy of our approach.

Two gapped local Hamiltonians are said to be in the
same phase if and only if their ground states |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉
are related by a constant-depth local circuit U satisfy-
ing |ψ′〉 = U|ψ〉 up to negligible corrections [25]. Each
gapped phase P can be thus defined as an equivalence
class with a representative element |ΨP〉, where all other
ground states in P can be written as |ψ〉 = Uψ|ΨP〉 for
some constant-depth circuit Uψ that depends on the mi-
croscopic details contained in |ψ〉. Here we focus on
a class of Hamiltonians possessing an internal unitary
Abelian symmetry G, which is unbroken in their ground
states 1. In this restricted setting, symmetric local cir-
cuits similarly define distinct gapped phases of matter,
called symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases [26–
29].

The classification of SPT phases in 1D has by now
been fully worked out, and can be understood from the
entanglement structure of the ground state wavefunc-
tion. Consider acting with a symmetry transformation
on some subregion A. In non-trivial SPT phases, the
wavefunction remains unchanged on the interior of A,
but the quantum correlations between A and its comple-
ment become ‘twisted’ near the boundaries of A, creating
a pair of excitations that cannot be eliminated locally in
a symmetry-preserving way. Each of these excitations
individually transform under a projective representation

V
(ω)
g of G. While V

(ω)
g is in general not a linear repre-

sentation of G, the combined symmetry action on both

excitations, i.e. V
(ω)∗
g ⊗V (ω)

g , is always a linear represen-

tation. Thus, the excitation associated with V
(ω)
g can be

loosely thought of as carrying a ‘fractionalized’ symmetry

charge. The distinct choices of V
(ω)
g are determined by al-

gebraic objects ω known as second cohomology classes of
G, and these in turn enumerate the distinct SPT phases,
which we denote by SPTω.

Given a symmetry G and a target phase SPTω, we
construct our phase recognition algorithm in three steps:

Step 1: we choose a specific reference state |Ψω〉 for
SPTω. This reference state can be constructed directly

1 A similar approach is possible for cases in which G is sponta-
neously broken; see App. G for the details.
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using the matrices V
(ω)
g and satisfies a number of desired

conditions, to be elaborated on below.

Step 2: we identify a set of indicator observables S(ω)
g

that exactly recognize the desired reference state |Ψω〉,
while rejecting reference states for other phases:

〈Ψω|S(ω′)
g |Ψω〉 = δω,ω′ . (1)

In the present setting, the indicator observables can be
chosen to be an appropriate set of string order parame-
ters [21].

Step 3: we construct a hierarchical unitary circuit Qω
(Fig. 1b) such that after a sufficiently large number of
layers, applying Qω to any input state in the target phase
|ψ〉 ∈ SPTω yields |Ψω〉⊗|φan〉 ∈ Hre⊗Han, where |φan〉
stores the non-universal information present in |ψ〉. In
essence, the role of Qω is to approximately ‘undo’ the
action of the circuit Uψ appearing in |ψ〉 = Uψ|Ψω〉, and
to do so without explicit knowledge of Uψ (Fig. 1a, red
arrows). Note that under our circuit, all such |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω
flow to the fixed point |Ψω〉 without violating unitarity:
this is made possible by the presence ofHan, which serves
as a bath that stores all non-universal information about
the input state. At the same time, we design Qω such
that for all input states in distinct phases |ψω′〉 ∈ SPTω′
with ω′ 6= ω, the output state on Hre never flows to |Ψω〉,
thus preventing ‘false positives’ from occurring.

Combined together, our goal is to ensure that

〈ψ|Q†ω(S(ω)
g ⊗ 1an)Qω|ψ〉 is asymptotically close to 1 if

|ψ〉 ∈ SPTω, and asymptotically close to zero otherwise.
If this is achieved, the sharp difference in the value of the
indicator observable in the two cases enables us to effi-
ciently answer the QPR problem with high confidence,
using only a small number of measurements. In other
words, running the circuit Qω and subsequently measur-

ing S(ω)
g constitutes an exact quantum algorithm to rec-

ognize the phase SPTω, and it does so with low sample
complexity.

We should note that one could always simply directly
measure the indicator observables in the input state,
without first acting with the circuit Qω. While in prin-
ciple such an approach will generically work, the number
of measurements required to get sufficiently good statis-
tics can be very large, especially when input states lie
close to phase boundaries (where the expectation values

of S(ω)
g often become vanishingly small). Our algorithm

(namely the application of the RG circuit Qω) eliminates
this problem.

The success of our approach hinges on the construc-
tion of Qω, which we perform using ideas inspired by
error correction. Specifically, we take the viewpoint that
any input state in SPTω should be thought of as a col-
lection of coherent ‘errors’ applied to the reference state.
The precise types of errors that arise are identified in
Theorem 1 below, which provides the foundation needed
to design Qω. Intuitively, our Theorem states that for
ground states of SPT phases, the errors can be repre-
sented as collections of operators that create pairs of

b c
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FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representations of the refer-
ence state and tensor identities. a. The reference state
|Ψω〉 can be written as an infinite MPS formed by contract-
ing tensors A (gray boxes). b. Symmetry fractionalization:
a local action of the symmetry Rg ‘pushes through’ the MPS
tensor to become two projective actions at the virtual level.
c. Zero correlation length: the transfer matrix of the refer-
ence MPS is a trivial rank-1 projector, i.e. the MPS is both
left- and right-canonical.

(virtual) fractionalized excitations (this perspective is
closely related to the operational viewpoint on topolog-
ical phases adopted in Refs. [30, 31]). As a single local
error results in a pair of such excitations, one can lever-
age this redundancy as a primitive for error correction.
Specifically, by detecting fractionalized excitations sup-
ported on parts of a system, one can identify occurrences
of local errors, and correct for their effects in the remain-
ing system. Our RG circuit Qω is constructed based on
this inuition while still evolving the wavefunction in a
unitary way.

B. Reference states and indicator observables

Our main technical idea is to utilize tensor network
methods to construct both |Ψω〉 and Qω. For concrete-
ness, let us consider a periodic 1D chain consisting of L
qudits. As inputs to the QPR problem, we are given the
symmetry group G, its unitary representation Rg, g ∈ G,
a target phase SPTω, and the phase’s associated projec-

tive representation V
(ω)
g . To simplify our presentation,

we will focus on a subclass of phases whose projective
representations are maximally non-commutative, mean-

ing that for all g 6= e ∈ G, V
(ω)
g fails to commute with

at least one V
(ω)
h [32–34]. Most familiar SPT phases sat-

isfy this property (such as the Haldane phase); an exam-
ple of one which does not is the nontrivial SPT phase
protected by G = Z4 × Z2 [33]. The generalization of
our construction to arbitrary Abelian G-SPT phases re-
quires adding an extra step prior to running our circuit
but does not involve any qualitatively new ideas; the de-
tails are given in App. K. Finally, to simplify notation
we will also assume that the local Hilbert space H has
dimension dim(H) = |G| and is enumerated by a set of
basis states |g〉, g ∈ G. Under these assumptions, Rg is

always isomorphic to the tensor product V
(ω)∗
g ⊗ V (ω)

g ,
which makes the pattern of symmetry fractionalization
manifest.
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A particularly nice choice of reference states |Ψω〉 can
be written down in a matrix product state (MPS) form
as

|Ψω〉 =
∑
{gi}

Tr[A[g1] · · ·A[gL]]|g1, · · · , gL〉, (2)

where each gi runs over all |G| basis states, and A[g] is a√
|G|×

√
|G| matrix which implements the isomorphism

between Rg and V
(ω)∗
g ⊗ V (ω)

g . A[g] is fully determined

by Rg and V
(ω)
g :

A[g] = V †σ(g), (3)

where σ is a permutation on the group elements
of G defined through the relation 〈h|Rσ(g)|h〉 =

Tr[VhVgV
†
hV
†
g ]/
√
|G| for all g, h ∈ G.

This choice of A has the merit of satisfying two
important properties: (i) zero correlation length:∑
g A

[g]
αβ(A

[g]
α′β′)

∗ = δαα′δββ′ ; and (ii) symmetry fraction-

alization:
∑
k(Rg)hkA

[k] = (V
(ω)
g )†A[h]V

(ω)
g as proven in

App C. These two identities are illustrated graphically in
Fig. 2.
|Ψω〉 satisfies a number of additional properties that

make it a natural choice for serving as a reference wave-
function. First, the conditions (i) and (ii) imply that
|Ψω〉 can be understood as a minimally-entangled fixed-
point wavefunction in the sense of Ref. [35]. Second, one
can find a frustration-free parent Hamiltonian of |Ψω〉
consisting only of mutually commuting nearest neigh-
boring interactions [28]. Finally, |Ψω〉 is a simultaneous
eigenstate of a collection of the aforementioned string op-

erators S(ω)
g;i→j , which implement the action ofRg between

the sites i, j and perform a projective action of g at sites
i, j:

S(ω)
g;i→j = SRg,i ⊗

j−1⊗
l=i+1

Rg,l ⊗ SLg,j , (4)

where the explicit form of the matrices S
L/R
g,i — which

decorate the string ends with projective symmetry ac-
tions — depends on ω, and can be found in App. C.
This allows us draw a connection with stabilizer quan-
tum error correcting codes: |Ψω〉 is the unique logical
state stabilized by the string operators, which therefore
serve as a natural choice of indicator observables. With
these choices, the reference states for distinct SPT phases
satisfy the desired selection rule Eq. (1) [21, 36, 37].

C. Constructing the RG circuits

Having determined the representative wavefunction
and indicator observables, we turn to the most non-trivial
step in our construction: finding the RG circuit Qω. To
do so, we first show that any |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω can be under-
stood as |Ψω〉 locally deformed by a collection of ‘errors’,

Width of the letter paper
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<latexit sha1_base64="+l9Ca+fof/eE3Z4tElClp6UPBvQ=">AAAB+3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LN0CK4Ckmtre4Kbly2YB/QhDCZTtuhk0mYmYgl5FfcuFDErT/izr9x0kZQ0QMDh3Pu5Z45QcyoVLb9Yaytb2xubZd2yrt7+weH5lGlL6NEYNLDEYvEMECSMMpJT1HFyDAWBIUBI4Ngfp37gzsiJI34rVrExAvRlNMJxUhpyTcrbojUDCOWdjPfjUIyRb5Zs61mw7k6b0HbspfIiVNvXtjQKZQaKNDxzXd3HOEkJFxhhqQcOXasvBQJRTEjWdlNJIkRnqMpGWnKUUikly6zZ/BUK2M4iYR+XMGl+n0jRaGUizDQk3lS+dvLxb+8UaIml15KeZwowvHq0CRhUEUwLwKOqSBYsYUmCAuqs0I8QwJhpesq6xK+fgr/J/265TStRrdRa1eLOkrgBFTBGXBAC7TBDeiAHsDgHjyAJ/BsZMaj8WK8rkbXjGLnGPyA8fYJlj6Utw==</latexit>Q! <latexit sha1_base64="uBnpgMUNP17SciQCv4hMEHOGSM0=">AAAB8nicdVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/qh69LC2Cp5CUNmlvBS8eK5i2kIay2W7apZts2N0IJfQxvHhQxKtP4823cdNWUNGBhWHm+9j5JkwZlcqyPozS1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Uj0960ueCUw8zBkXwxBJwmhCPEUVI8NUEBSHjAzC+XXhD+6JkJQnd2qRkiBG04RGFCOlJX8UIzXDiOXeclytW6bjNhpNB1qm22m57YJ0Om7LsaFtWivUwQa9cfV9NOE4i0miMENS+raVqiBHQlHMyLIyyiRJEZ6jKfE1TVBMZJCvIi/hpVYmMOJCv0TBlfp9I0exlIs41JNFRPnbK8S/PD9TUTvIaZJmiiR4/VGUMag4LO6HEyoIVmyhCcKC6qwQz5BAWOmWKrqEr0vh/6TfMG3HbN42693apo4yuAA1cAVs4IIuuAE94AEMOHgAT+DZUMaj8WK8rkdLxmbnHPyA8fYJIT+Rvg==</latexit> U

<latexit sha1_base64="uBnpgMUNP17SciQCv4hMEHOGSM0=">AAAB8nicdVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/qh69LC2Cp5CUNmlvBS8eK5i2kIay2W7apZts2N0IJfQxvHhQxKtP4823cdNWUNGBhWHm+9j5JkwZlcqyPozS1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Uj0960ueCUw8zBkXwxBJwmhCPEUVI8NUEBSHjAzC+XXhD+6JkJQnd2qRkiBG04RGFCOlJX8UIzXDiOXeclytW6bjNhpNB1qm22m57YJ0Om7LsaFtWivUwQa9cfV9NOE4i0miMENS+raVqiBHQlHMyLIyyiRJEZ6jKfE1TVBMZJCvIi/hpVYmMOJCv0TBlfp9I0exlIs41JNFRPnbK8S/PD9TUTvIaZJmiiR4/VGUMag4LO6HEyoIVmyhCcKC6qwQz5BAWOmWKrqEr0vh/6TfMG3HbN42693apo4yuAA1cAVs4IIuuAE94AEMOHgAT+DZUMaj8WK8rkdLxmbnHPyA8fYJIT+Rvg==</latexit> U
<latexit sha1_base64="UgCw+3fc+J9ady84Nx70BSx9iNs=">AAACHnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiuCoz4g3cFNy4rGAv0BlKJj3ThmYyQ5IRytgnceOruHGhiOBK38a0nYW2PSHw8f/nkJw/SDhT2nF+rMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tn7x80VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjC8mfitB5CKxeJejxLwI9IXLGSUaCN17fNH73rZwUvRk0T0OeCuXXGqzrTwIrg5VFBe9a795fVimkYgNOVEqY7rJNrPiNSMchiXvFRBQuiQ9KFjUJAIlJ9N1xvjY6P0cBhLc4XGU/XvREYipUZRYDojogdq3puIy7xOqsMrP2MiSTUIOnsoTDnWMZ5khXtMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag2iZZMCO78yovQPK26F9Wzu7NKrZzHUURHqIxOkIsuUQ3dojpqIIqe0At6Q+/Ws/VqfVifs9aClc8con9lff8CK4yeug==</latexit>

| i
<latexit sha1_base64="UgCw+3fc+J9ady84Nx70BSx9iNs=">AAACHnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiuCoz4g3cFNy4rGAv0BlKJj3ThmYyQ5IRytgnceOruHGhiOBK38a0nYW2PSHw8f/nkJw/SDhT2nF+rMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tn7x80VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjC8mfitB5CKxeJejxLwI9IXLGSUaCN17fNH73rZwUvRk0T0OeCuXXGqzrTwIrg5VFBe9a795fVimkYgNOVEqY7rJNrPiNSMchiXvFRBQuiQ9KFjUJAIlJ9N1xvjY6P0cBhLc4XGU/XvREYipUZRYDojogdq3puIy7xOqsMrP2MiSTUIOnsoTDnWMZ5khXtMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag2iZZMCO78yovQPK26F9Wzu7NKrZzHUURHqIxOkIsuUQ3dojpqIIqe0At6Q+/Ws/VqfVifs9aClc8con9lff8CK4yeug==</latexit>

| i
<latexit sha1_base64="UgCw+3fc+J9ady84Nx70BSx9iNs=">AAACHnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiuCoz4g3cFNy4rGAv0BlKJj3ThmYyQ5IRytgnceOruHGhiOBK38a0nYW2PSHw8f/nkJw/SDhT2nF+rMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tn7x80VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjC8mfitB5CKxeJejxLwI9IXLGSUaCN17fNH73rZwUvRk0T0OeCuXXGqzrTwIrg5VFBe9a795fVimkYgNOVEqY7rJNrPiNSMchiXvFRBQuiQ9KFjUJAIlJ9N1xvjY6P0cBhLc4XGU/XvREYipUZRYDojogdq3puIy7xOqsMrP2MiSTUIOnsoTDnWMZ5khXtMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag2iZZMCO78yovQPK26F9Wzu7NKrZzHUURHqIxOkIsuUQ3dojpqIIqe0At6Q+/Ws/VqfVifs9aClc8con9lff8CK4yeug==</latexit>

| i

<latexit sha1_base64="UgCw+3fc+J9ady84Nx70BSx9iNs=">AAACHnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiuCoz4g3cFNy4rGAv0BlKJj3ThmYyQ5IRytgnceOruHGhiOBK38a0nYW2PSHw8f/nkJw/SDhT2nF+rMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tn7x80VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjC8mfitB5CKxeJejxLwI9IXLGSUaCN17fNH73rZwUvRk0T0OeCuXXGqzrTwIrg5VFBe9a795fVimkYgNOVEqY7rJNrPiNSMchiXvFRBQuiQ9KFjUJAIlJ9N1xvjY6P0cBhLc4XGU/XvREYipUZRYDojogdq3puIy7xOqsMrP2MiSTUIOnsoTDnWMZ5khXtMAtV8ZIBQycxfMR0QSag2iZZMCO78yovQPK26F9Wzu7NKrZzHUURHqIxOkIsuUQ3dojpqIIqe0At6Q+/Ws/VqfVifs9aClc8con9lff8CK4yeug==</latexit>

| i<latexit sha1_base64="ZIQwW1ajM93vTfdPkzpOkzgi/Xw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JIUY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpgQ3cQbnq1twFyDrxclKFHM1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLUGTm3ypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qveXPzP66UmvPEzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+3LmndVq9/Xq41KHkcRzqACF+DBNTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP+NtjXM=</latexit>

c0

<latexit sha1_base64="MdRcZzyzg0Vyp1o4t2I2LuuHbe8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LC2CIJREinosePFYwX5AG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtPG8b6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweuccnHR2nitA2iXmseiHWlDNJ24YZTnuJoliEnHbD6V3ud5+o0iyWj2aW0EDgsWQRI9jk0iUZ+kO35tW9BdA68QtSgwKtofs1GMUkFVQawrHWfd9LTJBhZRjhdF4ZpJommEzxmPYtlVhQHWSLW+fo3CojFMXKljRoof6eyLDQeiZC2ymwmehVLxf/8/qpiW6DjMkkNVSS5aIo5cjEKH8cjZiixPCZJZgoZm9FZIIVJsbGU7Eh+Ksvr5POVd2/rjceGrVmtYijDGdQhQvw4QaacA8taAOBCTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx9LlY2p</latexit>

+c1

<latexit sha1_base64="+2pIOcF0IZnAXERtEj14KiOqOdg=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2CIJTdUqrHghePFewHtEvJptk2NMkuSVYoS/+CFw+KePUPefPfmG33oK0PBh7vzTAzL4g508Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj496+ooUYR2SMQj1Q+wppxJ2jHMcNqPFcUi4LQXzO4yv/dElWaRfDTzmPoCTyQLGcEmk67JqD4qV92auwTaJF5OqpCjPSp/DccRSQSVhnCs9cBzY+OnWBlGOF2UhommMSYzPKEDSyUWVPvp8tYFurTKGIWRsiUNWqq/J1IstJ6LwHYKbKZ63cvE/7xBYsJbP2UyTgyVZLUoTDgyEcoeR2OmKDF8bgkmitlbEZlihYmx8ZRsCN76y5ukW695zVrjoVFtVfI4inABFbgCD26gBffQhg4QmMIzvMKbI5wX5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBTRmNqg==</latexit>

+c2
<latexit sha1_base64="CB9TnlpxGZOf9WEefZB/OpI2cck=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2CIJRdW9RjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+fdHSUKELbJOKR6gVYU84kbRtmOO3FimIRcNoNpneZ332iSrNIPppZTH2Bx5KFjGCTSZdkWB+Wq27NXQCtEy8nVcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescnVtlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeGtnzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuap517XGQ6ParORxFOEMKnABHtxAE+6hBW0gMIFneIU3RzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDTp2Nqw==</latexit>

+c3

<latexit sha1_base64="UCn0yCyQ+7yH4oV1GFjo8flKg78=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JIUY8FLx4r2A9oQ9lstu3aTTbsToQS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNirVjLeYkkp3A2q4FDFvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaCBU/4DThfkRHsRgKRtFK7T4LFZpBuerW3AXIOvFyUoUczUH5qx8qlkY8RiapMT3PTdDPqEbBJJ+V+qnhCWUTOuI9S2MaceNni2tn5NwqIRkqbStGslB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojg2q95c/M/rpTi88TMRJynymC0XDVNJUJH56yQUmjOUU0so08LeStiYasrQBlSyIXirL6+T9mXNu6rV7+vVRiWPowhnUIEL8OAaGnAHTWgBg0d4hld4c5Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/p6WPGA==</latexit> ··
·

b

<latexit sha1_base64="M1rGSRVC8PV8k5ruJQfj5TyXDW0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSQi6rHgxWMFWwtNKJvtpF262Sy7G6HE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvkpxp43nfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0dZopii2a8lR1IqKRM4EtwwzHjlRIkojjQzS6mfoPj6g0S8W9GUsMEzIQLGaUGCsFT4HULFBEDDj2qjWv7s3gLhO/IDUo0OxVv4J+SrMEhaGcaN31PWnCnCjDKMdJJcg0SkJHZIBdSwVJUIf57OaJe2qVvhunypYw7kz9PZGTROtxEtnOhJihXvSm4n9eNzPxdZgzITODgs4XxRl3TepOA3D7TCE1fGwJoYrZW106JIpQY2Oq2BD8xZeXSfu87l/W/buLWuOkiKMMR3AMZ+DDFTTgFprQAgoSnuEV3pzMeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH2UtkdM=</latexit>| i

FIG. 3. SPT ground states: Any input state |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω
can be written as U|Ψω〉 for a constant-depth symmetric local
circuit U . The action of U on |Ψω〉 can be decomposed as a
linear combination of local symmetry actions (colored circles;
inset), which we view as ‘errors’ acting on |Ψω〉.

which take the form of products of local symmetry ac-
tions applied at each site (see Fig. 3):

Theorem 1. A generic ground state wavefunction |ψ〉 ∈
SPTω may be written as

|ψ〉 =
∑

g∈GL
CgRg|Ψω〉, Rg ≡

⊗
i

Rgi , (5)

where the complex coefficients Cg characterize the am-
plitude for a collection of errors labeled by the string of
group elements g = (g1, . . . , gL) to occur, with the errors
being correlated over a finite distance set by the correla-
tion length ξ of |ψ〉.

This Theorem strongly constrains the types of errors
that our circuits need to correct, namely only those errors
caused by local symmetry operators Rg. Since all of the
Rg commute in our case, the error correction process we
will design will be essentially classical in nature: this is
made possible by the presence of the symmetry G, which
prevents ‘bit flip’ errors (i.e. those off-diagonal in our
choice of basis) from arising.

The proof of this Theorem proceeds by first studying
the general structure of symmetric finite-depth quantum
circuits Uψ and finding an appropriate basis of operators
in which to decompose the action of Uψ on |Ψω〉; the
symmetric nature of Uψ and the special fixed-point prop-
erties of |Ψω〉 guarantee that only Rg operators appear
in the resulting decomposition. The precise statement of
our Theorem and details of the full proof can be found
in App. D.

Since quantum circuits are linear, we can focus our
attention on correcting each term in the sum Eq. (5)
separately. We will also restrict our attention to distri-
butions of errors which are generic, meaning that there
are no fine-tuned degeneracies among the coefficients Cg.
Adversarially chosen wavefunctions for which errors as-
sociated with distinct group elements occur with exactly
equal probabilities will be able to fool our RG circuits,
but since such wavefunctions constitute a set of measure
zero in the space of all SPT ground states, we will not
be concerned with this issue.



5

b

a

<latexit sha1_base64="IzWri/bQyk5oerNh2QCIw3jj3KY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1JMUvHisYm2hDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DRx2nimGLxSJWnYBqFFxiy3AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb3K//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOl+2GlX625dXcGsky8gtSgQLNf/eoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmcVnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nrt0Sk6sMiBhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9KKXi/953dSEV37GZZIalGy+KEwFMTHJ3yYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HDyELzFl5fJ41ndu6h7d+e1xnURRxmO4BhOwYNLaMAtNKEFDEJ4hld4c8bOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AAG7jQE=</latexit>g

C

g h k

m = maj(g, h, k)

m
=

EC

g − h h − k

<latexit sha1_base64="m0UFbFWiHlsSBGQ/Y0zc84ItjfA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1JMUvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjVG/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1kXVu6p6jctK7TaPowgncArn4ME11OAe6tAEBgjP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/zr2M7g==</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="mEjvQMRMqmQiiQlLh0a+2gU/9Hw=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdVnoRncV7APaUCbTSTt0MhNmboQS+hluXCji1q9x5984abPQ6oGBwzn3MueeMBHcoOd9OaW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUMSrVlLWpEkr3QmKY4JK1kaNgvUQzEoeCdcNpM/e7j0wbruQDzhIWxGQsecQpQSv1BzHBCSUia86H1ZpX9xZw/xK/IDUo0BpWPwcjRdOYSaSCGNP3vQSDjGjkVLB5ZZAalhA6JWPWt1SSmJkgW0Seu2dWGbmR0vZJdBfqz42MxMbM4tBO5hHNqpeL/3n9FKObIOMySZFJuvwoSoWLys3vd0dcM4piZgmhmtusLp0QTSjaliq2BH/15L+kc1H3r+r+/WWtcVfUUYYTOIVz8OEaGnALLWgDBQVP8AKvDjrPzpvzvhwtOcXOMfyC8/ENd2uRZg==</latexit>C
detect

correct

<latexit sha1_base64="Uga1S78K8v2ZuexGRk1evm98n+g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUGPbLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mh07JmVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGNn3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf88ippXVS9q6rXuKzUbvM4inACp3AOHlxDDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDzm2M8Q==</latexit>g <latexit sha1_base64="8HotZ7L9jIC+JMZElREUEsd2+jQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUGPfLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mh07JmVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGNn3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf88ippXVS9q6rXuKzUbvM4inACp3AOHlxDDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kD1H2M9Q==</latexit>

k

<latexit sha1_base64="qxId/xL4vyz/f+Q1YDx5rid92T4=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9WlIoNFcFUSF+qy6MZlC/YibSyTySQdOpmEmYlQQpc+gRsXirj1Cfoc7nwGX8LpZaGtPwx8/P85zDnHSzhT2ra/rNzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N1rqDiVhNZJzGPZ8rCinAla10xz2kokxZHHadPrX4/z5gOVisXiVg8S6kY4FCxgBGtj3YX3HR+HIZXdYsku2xOhRXBmUKocjmrfj0ejarf42fFjkkZUaMKxUm3HTrSbYakZ4XRY6KSKJpj0cUjbBgWOqHKzycBDdGIcHwWxNE9oNHF/d2Q4UmoQeaYywrqn5rOx+V/WTnVw6WZMJKmmgkw/ClKOdIzG2yOfSUo0HxjARDIzKyI9LDHR5kYFcwRnfuVFaJyVnfOyU3NKlSuYKg8HcAyn4MAFVOAGqlAHAhE8wQu8WtJ6tt6s92lpzpr17MMfWR8/s9CUDQ==</latexit>

g†

<latexit sha1_base64="KpY95Yct4HBTAO6vJw3E63DQnqc=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm8EiuCqJC3UjFt24rGAv0sYymUzSoTNJmJkIJfQp3LhQRNz5Iu7diG/j9LLQ1h8GPv7/HOac46ecKe0431ZhYXFpeaW4aq+tb2xulbZ3GirJJKF1kvBEtnysKGcxrWumOW2lkmLhc9r0+5ejvHlPpWJJfKMHKfUEjmIWMoK1sW77d50ARxGV3VLZqThjoXlwp1A+/7DP0rcvu9YtfXaChGSCxppwrFTbdVLt5VhqRjgd2p1M0RSTPo5o22CMBVVePh54iA6ME6AwkebFGo3d3x05FkoNhG8qBdY9NZuNzP+ydqbDUy9ncZppGpPJR2HGkU7QaHsUMEmJ5gMDmEhmZkWkhyUm2tzINkdwZ1eeh8ZRxT2uuNduuXoBExVhD/bhEFw4gSpcQQ3qQEDAAzzBsyWtR+vFep2UFqxpzy78kfX+AyyXk6c=</latexit>
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FIG. 4. a. The elementary unitary C is designed to detect
and correct errors (cyan circles), which it filters out by way of
a majority-vote scheme. C consists of six MPS tensors chained
together in a ring-like configuration (which detects the errors)
together with a control gate EC (which corrects them). C is
designed such that when it acts on a region containing three
symmetry actions Rg,h,k, the renormalized output (middle
leg) retains its original MPS form together with a symmetry
action Rmaj(g,h,k) of the majority vote, while the ancilla out-
puts (left and right legs) become decoupled from the rest of
the system. b. The error detection stage is accomplished
in two steps. First, the errors Rg,h,k are fractionalized into
projective representations (yellow circles) using Fig. 2b. In
the next step, the zero-correlation length property is used
(Fig. 2c) to decouple the renormalized leg from the ancilla
legs. The renormalized leg incurs an error determined by

V
(ω)†
g ⊗ V (ω)

k , while the ancilla legs store the ‘domain wall’
variables g − h, h− k that are used to diagnose the error.

A circuit Qω which corrects generic errors can in fact
easily be constructed; see Fig. 1b for a sketch of the over-
all architecture. Each layer of Qω consists of parallel
applications of a certain 3-qudit unitary gate C (Fig. 1b,
blue boxes). C consists of two components, which ‘detect’
and ‘correct’ errors respectively, as shown in Fig. 4a. The
‘detect’ portion of C is constructed by chaining together a
ring of six reference-state MPS tensors A[g]. Fig. 4b illus-
trates diagrammatically how the ring of six A[g] tensors
performs error detection. By using the symmetry frac-
tionalization property of A[g] (Fig. 2b), a trio of errors
Rg ⊗Rh ⊗Rk (cyan circles) can be ‘pushed up’ into the
ring, where they split into pairs of projective representa-
tions (yellow circles). Using the zero correlation length
property (Fig.2c), one finds that the left and right output
qudits then become isolated from the central (renormal-
ized) qudit, which remains entangled with its neighbors.
By measuring only the left and right qudits, one can then
determine how to eliminate the errors remaining on the
center leg. Specifically, under the error Rg ⊗ Rh ⊗ Rk,

the action by C leaves the ancilla legs in a product state
≈ |g−h〉⊗ |h− k〉 determined by the ‘domain wall’ vari-
ables g−h, h− k, while the state of the renormalized leg

incurs an action by the operator V
(ω)†
g ⊗ V (ω)

k .
As a simple example, consider the case where g = h =

k are all identical. In this case the action of Rg⊗Rh⊗Rk
is locally indistinguishable from that of a global symme-
try operation, which should accordingly not be treated
as a local error. Indeed, the action of C leaves the ancilla
legs in the state |0〉⊗ |0〉, indicating that no EC needs to
be performed. The renormalized leg on the other hand

incurs an action of V
(ω)†
g ⊗ V (ω)

g , which by the symme-
try fractionalization property is equivalent to an action
by Rg. This property in turn implies that our circuit is
symmetric, in the sense that a global symmetry action
passes through C to become a symmetry action on only
Hre: CR⊗3

g = (Rg ⊗ 1an)C.
Now consider what happens when an error occurs, i.e.

when not all of g, h, k are equal. In this case, we correct
the error by way of a majority voting scheme. This is
performed by a control gate denoted by the gate marked
‘EC’ in Fig. 4a. This gate, whose explicit form is given in
App. E, performs an action controlled by the ancilla state
|g−h〉⊗|h−k〉, and results in the renormalized leg being
left in a state acted on by Rmaj(g,h,k), where maj(g, h, k)
is the majority vote of g, h, k (which we define to equal
h in the case of ties).

Taking the system size L = 3l, a single layer of C uni-
taries consequently act as

C⊗3(l−1)

Rg|Ψω〉l = Rmaj(g)|Ψω〉l−1 ⊗ |φan(g)〉, (6)

where |Ψω〉l denotes the reference state on a system of
size 3l, maj(g) = (maj(g1, g2, g3),maj(g3, g4, g5), . . . ), and
|φan(g)〉 stores information about the errors detected by

C⊗3l−1

.

D. Diagnosing convergence of the RG flow

For a given depth d, our RG circuit Q(d)
ω is constructed

by applying d successive layers of C unitaries to the renor-
malized degrees of freedom in a hierarchical fashion, as
indicated in Fig. 1b. Subsequent rounds of majority vot-
ing dilute the concentration of errors present in the renor-
malized wavefunction, so that the density of errors decays
exponentially when d & log3(ξ), with ξ the correlation
length of |ψω〉 (more detailed arguments establishing this
will be given below). For sufficiently large d the renor-
malized wavefunction will thus converge to one in which
no errors occur. In this limit a single layer of the RG cir-
cuit simply disentangles the ancilla qubits from the renor-
malized ones, thereby mapping |Ψω〉 to a smaller copy of
itself, tensored with the trivial product state |0 · · · 0〉 —
precisely the behavior desired from a fixed-point refer-
ence state. On the other hand, if the input wavefunction
|ψω′〉 is not drawn from SPTω, the expectation value of
the indicator observable in the state Qω|ψω′〉 will exactly
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vanish. This is a simple consequence of the selection rule
in Eq. (1) and the fact that our circuits are symmetric;
see App. F for the proof. Thus, no ‘false positives’ occur,
and our circuit faithfully performs phase recognition for
this class of SPT phases.

The convergence of the RG flow can be summarized

by saying that Q(d)
ω flows any |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω to a copy of

the reference state |Ψω〉 supported on the renormalized

Hilbert space H(d)
re , tensored with a non-universal state

on the ancilla space:

Q(d)
ω |ψω〉〈ψω|Q(d)†

ω ≈ |Ψω〉〈Ψω| ⊗ ρan (7)

with the approximation becoming an equality in the limit
of large depth d. We will find it helpful to define a renor-
malized density matrix obtained by tracing out Han as

ρ(d)
re,ω ≡ TrHan [Q(d)

ω ρ(0)Q(d)†
ω ], (8)

where ρ(0) is the initial density matrix. The convergence

of the RG flow means that ρ
(d→∞)
re,ω = |Ψω〉〈Ψω| if ρ(0) is a

ground state in the target SPT phase. The fact that Q(d)
ω

can be written as a tree tensor network (i.e. as a tensor
product of unitaries supported on blocks of size 3d) im-

plies that ρ
(d)
re,ω is obtained from ρ

(d−1)
re,ω through LOCC,

where the ‘local’ in LOCC is defined with respect to the

sites of H(d)
re . This means that any mixed-state entangle-

ment measure (negativity, distillable entanglement, etc.)
is monotonically decreasing with d, as entanglement mea-
sures monotonically decrease under LOCC by definition
(note that this holds regardless of the input state ρ(0)).
This concretely establishes the sense in which our RG
flow successively eliminates non-universal entanglement.

We note in passing that while our focus until now has
been on recognizing ground states, the initial state ρ(0)

need not be pure, and our circuit also recognizes mixed
states with well-defined patterns of symmetry fraction-

alization. More precisely, ρ
(d)
re,ω flows to the fixed point

|Ψω〉〈Ψω| for any input states of the form

ρ(0) =
∑
a,b

ca,b|ψω,a〉〈ψω,b|, (9)

where the ca,b are complex coefficients, and for all a,
|ψω,a〉 ∈ SPTω. This follows as a simple consequence
of Eq. (7).

A more direct approach to diagnose the convergence
of the RG flow is to measure the distribution of errors
detected at each layer of the RG circuit. Let H(d)

an denote
the degrees of freedom which become part of the ancilla
space at layer d of the circuit. As in Eq. (8), we define
the density matrix of these degrees of freedom as

ρ(d)
an,ω = TrH\H(d)

an
[Q(d)

ω ρ(0)Q(d)†
ω ]. (10)

If ρ(0) is a ground state in SPTω (or a mixed state of the

form Eq. (9)), then ρ
(d)
an,ω will approach the pure state

|0 · · · 0〉〈0 · · · 0| at large d, after the errors present in ρ(0)

have been corrected away. For all other ρ(0), ρ
(d)
an,ω at suf-

ficiently large d will instead be an equal weight mixture
of all |g〉 at each site. We can quantify this by defining

F (d) ≡ 1

log|G| dimH(d)
an

∑
i

Tr[ρ
(d)
anΠ0,i]− 1/|G|
1− 1/|G| , (11)

where Π0,i is the projector onto the state |0〉 at site i.

For large d, F (d) will approach 1 in the target phase
and vanish outside of it (thus faithfully performing phase
recognition),and in a subsequent section we will demon-
strate numerically that this indeed holds. Note that since
F (d) is obtained from the expectation value of a single-
site operator, it has the advantage of being simpler to
measure than the string operators, which are necessar-
ily supported on multiple sites. However, unlike for the
string operators, there is no selection rule enforcing F (d)

to exactly vanish outside of the target phase for all d.

E. Convergence of iterated majority vote

We now give an intuitive explanation for why errors are
generically quickly diluted under successive rounds of ma-
jority voting. For the purposes of this discussion we will
assume that the errors have finite correlation length and
are distributed in a way which is statistically translation-
invariant on long scales, an assumption which may fail
for distributions of errors that break translation only in
thermodynamically large scales (e.g. errors obtained by
applying a symmetry operator on one half of the system).

With this assumption we are able to rigorously prove
that the density of errors is monotonically decreasing
with d, and provide strong evidence that the convergence
is exponentially fast when d > log3(ξ). Let pd(g) be the
probability for an error Rg to occur at depth d of the RG
flow. We claim that pd→∞(g) =

∏
i δgi,g∗ for some fixed

group element g∗ ∈ G, which is equivalent to the state-
ment that the iterative majority vote process converges
to a definite ‘winner’ g∗.

To argue this, we first note that the treelike struc-
ture of Q(d) means that as long as 3d � ξ, the prob-
ability distribution at depth d approximately factor-
izes, pd(g) ≈ ∏i pd(gi), where pd(g) are the single-site
marginals of pd(g). Intuitively, this can be seen by a
simple geometric argument. After d rounds of majority
voting on a given length-3d string of group elements g,
the majority majd(g) will on average not be sensitive to
changing a small (� 3d) number of the gi. Consider then
the two-site marginal distribution pd(gi, gi+1). If ξ � 3d,
this distribution can be computed approximately by ig-
noring the group elements located within a distance ξ of
the joining point between the two depth-d majority-vote
trees used to compute gi, gi+1. Doing so then leads to the
distribution factorizing as pd(gi, gi+1) ≈ pd(gi)pd(gi+1),
and other marginals can be shown to factorize by similar
arguments. To prove convergence we can therefore focus
on distributions in which errors occur independently on
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each site. The proof from this starting point is straight-
forward, as it is easy to show that the difference between
the largest and second-largest values of pd(g) is mono-
tonically increasing with d, reaching a value of 1− ε in a
number of layers going roughly as log(1/ε).

A more direct proof is possible if one makes an ad-
ditional (reasonable) assumption about the three-site
marginals pd(g, h, k). Let g1 (g2) be the element with
the largest (second-largest) single-site marginal proba-
bility pd(g). Define the function

fd(g) ≡
∑
h∈G

(pd(g, h, g)− pd(h, g, h)). (12)

It is then straightforward to show that the difference
δd ≡ pd(g1)− pd(g2) satisfies δd+1− δd = fd(g1)− fd(g2).
Thus if we assume that fd(g1) > fd(g2), then δd is mono-
tonically increasing with d, implying convergence of the
majority vote. This essentially amounts to assuming that
for two configurations of errors with the same number
of domain walls, the one with more instances of g1 has
higher probability of occurring (this can be viewed as
an assumption that the majority vote is not ‘Gerryman-
dered’). The full details are given in App. F.

F. Numerical demonstration and sample
complexity

To assess the performance of our algorithm, we numer-
ically implement our RG circuits by using them to per-
form QPR on ground states of a ZN cluster state Hamil-
tonian [38], perturbed by onsite and nearest-neighbor
longitudinal fields with strengths λ1, λ2:

Hω = −
∑

g∈ZN ;i

(
Z−siωgi Xg

i+1Z
siωg
i+2 + λ1X

g
i + λ2X

g
i X

g
i+1

)
,

(13)
where Z =

∑
g e

2πig/N |g〉〈g|, X =
∑
g |g + 1〉〈g| are the

usual ZN clock and shift matrices, si ≡ (−1)i, and
ω ∈ ZN labels the different SPT phases protected by
the symmetry group G = Z2

N . For large λ1,2 the ground
state is in the trivial phase, while for small field strengths
it is in a nontrivial SPT phase.

Taking N = 3, ω = 1 as an example, we numerically
solve for the ground state using DMRG with bond di-
mension χ = 200, to which we directly apply our RG
circuit. At each depth d we measure the string operator

S(d)
(1,0);i→j , where |i − j| is a third of the coarse-grained

system size. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where we see
that our circuit does a good job of correctly identifying
the phase boundary as d is increased. In the inset we plot
the sample complexity, viz. the number of measurements
of the string operator needed to determine the phase with
high confidence (see App. J for the precise statement).
As a function of d we see an exponential improvement
in the sample complexity as compared to directly mea-
suring the string operators in the ground state (d = 0),
which is consistent with analytical predictions.
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FIG. 5. Expectation value 〈S(d)〉 of a length L/2 string
operator for the group element g = (1, 0), taken in the ground
state of the Z2

3 cluster state model Eq. (13) on an L = 162
length chain and with λ2 = 0.5. Different curves indicate
different layer depths d, increasing from d = 0 (lightest) to
d = 3 (darkest). Grey crosses indicate the correlation length,

demonstrating that 〈S(d)〉 becomes a sharper diagnostic of
the true phase boundary as d is increased. Inset: number of
samples needed for phase recognition for λ1 = 0.4 taken near
the transition, plotted on a semi-log scale. The solid line is a
fit to # samples ∝ e−1.76d.
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FIG. 6. a. Error densities for the same ground states and
parameter values as considered in Fig. 5. F (d) denotes the
expectation value Eq. (11) of the projector onto the error-
free subspace of the ancilla qudits at depth d of the circuit,
which equals unity at the fixed point |Ψω〉 (where no errors
occur), and vanishes in the maximally mixed state (where all
errors occur with equal probability). b. As in the left panel,
but with a single disorder realization of the depth-1 circuit
Eq. (14) applied to the ground state.
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As discussed above near Eq. (10), an alternate way
of diagnosing convergence of our RG flow is to measure
the distribution of errors detected at each step. In our
numerics we measure the error density by directly calcu-
lating the quantity F (d) defined in Eq. 11, which we show
in Fig. 6a for the same ground states as in Fig. 5. F (d) is
seen to approach a step function with increasing d, con-
firming that F (d) provides a good indicator function for
the target phase.

Our approach also does well at handling error dis-
tributions with larger error densities and spatial disor-
der. More specifically, we note that the ground states
of Eq. (13) have rather simple error distributions, with
the error density being low everywhere except near the
phase boundary. In contrast, we can also consider states
with a larger density of errors, with one simple way of
producing such states being to act on ground states of
Eq. (13) with a random short-depth symmetric circuit.
To analyze this numerically, we choose the simple circuit

U =

L⊗
i=1

diag(eiφi , eiφi , e−2iφi), (14)

where the angles φi at each site are drawn uniformly from
[0, 2π) (recall that we are working in a basis which diago-
nalizes the onsite symmetry action). The result for a sin-
gle disorder realization is shown in Fig. 6b. We see that
the additional random errors significantly reduce F (d)

in the SPT phase, but that the error density decreases
quickly with increasing layer depth, demonstrating the
robustness of our phase recognition algorithm.

G. Universal multiscale string operators

As discussed above, the string operators serve as a set
of ‘indicator observables’ that distinguish the different
reference states |Ψω〉. The convergence of our RG circuits
can thus be summarized in the equation

〈ψω|Q(d)†
ω (S(ω′)

g;i→j ⊗ 1an)Q(d)
ω |ψω〉

d�log3(ξ)−−−−−−→ δω,ω′ (15)

for any |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω (which we saw borne out in the
numerics of Fig. 5). In the ‘Schrödinger’ picture, Eq. (15)
measures the expectation value of a bare string operator

S(ω′)
g;i→j in the renormalized state Q(d)

ω |ψω〉. It is however
also helpful to change to the ‘Heisenberg’ picture, where
Eq. (15) can be viewed as the expectation value of a
renormalized string operator with respect in the original
‘UV’ state |ψω〉 [14]. This is formalized by defining the
mutliscale string operator [13] (MSO) as

S̃(ω,d)
g;i→j ≡ Q(d)†

ω (S(ω)
g;i→j ⊗ 1an)Q(d)

ω . (16)

Owing to the hierarchical structure of Q(d), the MSO is
a linear combination of a number of terms that grows
doubly-exponentially in d, with each term given by a
product of elementary string operators [13, 14] (see App.

E for a recursion relation that explicitly constructs the
MSOs).

Since we have shown that our RG circuit accurately
performs phase identification, expectation values of the
MSOs serve as a sharp diagnostic of the target SPT
phase. That this is possible is rather remarkable, as the
MSOs are constructed solely from the algebraic data that
characterize the target SPT phase (a priori, one might
expect that the renormalized string operators would de-
pend on microscopic details of the specific state to be rec-
ognized). This construction provides a physically trans-
parent way of revealing the universal order present in
SPT ground states, since the MSOs implement (arbi-
trarily accurate) projections onto the space of all ground
state wavefunctions in a target phase. This approach is
complementary to other protocols which disentangle the
SPT [36], directly measure the projective symmetry ac-
tion using swap gates [39], or use symmetry twists to
create MSO-like operators in theories with U(1) symme-
try [40, 41].

III. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The goal of this work has been to advocate that renor-
malization group (RG) flow and error correction (EC)
should really be viewed as two sides of the same coin.2

We arrived at this perspective by implementing RG flow
in a unitary way, via the action of a certain class of
quantum circuits. This is rather distinct from conven-
tional approaches to RG, which is usually viewed as
an irreversible flow performed on Hamiltonians and La-
grangians. Nevertheless, the mechanics of our construc-
tion is quite similar in spirit to the original block spin
approach of Kadanoff [1], which in some sense we sim-
ply embed into a larger operational framework that al-
lows unitarity to be preserved and enables us to identify
phases that lack local order parameters.

Since we are interested in making rigorous statements,
we have restricted our attention to 1D gapped phases of
matter with Abelian internal symmetries, which can be
analyzed using powerful group-theoretic and tensor net-
work methods. In the main text we have focused on SPT
phases, but as shown in App. G a similar treatment is
also possible for the (simpler) case of symmetry-breaking
orders. Our belief is however that the general connec-
tion between RG and EC extends well beyond these ex-
amples, bringing with it a diverse array of implications
across multiple fields of physics. We describe some of
these implications and discuss future directions below.

2 Note that we are not trying to protect any logical information be-
yond that required to recognize a given phase. Whether or not we
can e.g. guarantee that the logical information contained in the
degenerate SPT edge modes can always be preserved throughout
the RG flow is a question we leave to the future.
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Quantum matter: From the quantum matter perspec-
tive, the most important implication of our work is the
existence of the multiscale string operators (MSOs): op-
erators that recognize all wavefunctions belonging to the
same phase (see Sec. II G). Another consequence of our
work stems from our circuit’s ability to function as a uni-
versal variational ansatz for ground state wavefunctions.
The basic idea is to turn EC on its head, by running our
RG circuit Q ‘in reverse’. We do this by starting from
a variational family of errors—parametrized by a wave-
function |φan〉—which we then encode into a variational
wavefunction by acting with Q† on |Ψ〉 ⊗ |φan〉. This
performs a reversed RG flow from the IR to the UV, and
generates a state in the target SPT phase whose pat-
tern of local entanglement is controlled by the choice of
|φan〉. Crucially, our results imply that choices of |φan〉
are in one-to-one correspondence with ground state wave-
functions in the target phase (up to a set of measure
zero). The hierarchical construction of this encoding
map shares many parallels with that of the Multiscale
Entanglement Renormalizaton Ansatz (MERA) [18], but
is distinguished by having features native to the target
phase ‘hard-coded’ into the ansatz. The EC machinery
has the added benefit of explicitly separating out the uni-
versal degrees of freedom (|Ψ〉) from the non-universal
ones (|φan〉).

Quantum simulation: From a practical point of view,
our circuits provide a way of performing phase recog-
nition even very close to critical points, where signals
from conventional order parameters are often smeared
out due to strong quantum fluctuations (or long correla-
tion lengths). This problem is particularly acute in near-
term quantum simulators, which typically have rather
modest system sizes [15]. Furthermore, our protocol for
performing RG involves applying a circuit whose depth is
at most logarithmic in the system size, making it suitable
for implementation on near-term quantum devices.

As discussed in Sec. II G, our phase recognition can be
effected in practice in two different ways: a) first acting

on the input state |ψ〉 with a d-layer RG circuit Q(d)
ω

and then measuring the expectation value of the ele-

mentary string operator S(ω)
g , or b) directly measuring

the expectation value 〈ψ|S̃(ω,d)
g |ψ〉 of the MSO in the in-

put state. The advantage of b) is that no unitary gates
are needed: the form of the MSOs implies that their
expectation values can be reconstructed from simultane-
ous measurements of all of the exponentially many (in d)
mutually-commuting elementary string operators (each
supported only on two sites). Together with classical
post-processing, this allows estimating the MSOs at ar-

bitrary depth d without applying Q(d)
ω . This feature en-

ables the immediate implementation of our approach in
experiments, as already done in two different quantum
simulation platforms [14, 15], prior to our rigorous theo-
retical understanding. On the other hand, an advantage
of approach a) is its robustness against experimental im-
perfections that could arise in future digital fault-tolerant

quantum computers. This is due to the exponential de-
crease with d in the size of operators that need to be
measured, meaning that approach a) is exponentially less
sensitive to final readout errors than approach b). In
essence, our circuit Q concentrates important and uni-
versal information about the input state onto a small
number of output qubits.

Complexity of QPR: A key performance metric for an
algorithm solving the QPR problem is the sample com-
plexity [42], namely the number of copies of a given state
|ψ〉 needed to confidently decide if |ψ〉 belongs to the
target phase. Our multiscale string operators (MSOs)
take on a value asymptotically close to unity everywhere
in the target phase (and vanish outside of it), imply-
ing that measurements of the string operators performed
after acting with our RG circuits lead to nearly deter-
ministic outcomes, and correspondingly to low sample
complexities for a fixed system size. This low sample
complexity is particularly desirable from the perspective
of near-term quantum simulators, where finite-size effects
are often quite large.3 It would be interesting to see if one
could provide a fundamental lower bound on the sample
complexity needed in this context, and if so, to check
whether or not our algorithm saturates it.

Machine learning: There has recently been a concerted
effort to tackle the phase recognition problem using ma-
chine learning (ML) methods [41, 43–47]. In this con-
text, our MSOs suggest that our circuits may serve as
a good reference point from which to benchmark such
heuristic approaches. At the same time, our circuit pro-
vides a good starting point for numerical optimization
schemes in QCNN-based ML approaches [13]. Further-
more, the existence of MSOs has implications on the rig-
orous performance guarantee of classical shadow-based
ML approaches to QPR problems. In previous work [41],
the performance guarantee for recognizing SPT phases
was limited to the case of a 1D Z2

2 SPT phase with en-
hanced O(2) symmetry. Our work extends these results
to a broader class of phases: all 1D SPT phases with
Abelian internal symmetries. Relatedly, we also note
that while we have focused on performing phase recogni-
tion by measuring expectation values of observables, our
RG circuits may also allow for the efficient extraction of
other universal (potentially non-linear) properties of the
quantum phase in question.

Intrinsic topological phases: A clear next step is to
rigorously characterize circuit architectures that recog-
nize phases with intrinsic topological order (perhaps in a
way which builds on string-net tensor network methods
[22–24, 48] or RG-inspired decoders [49]), with first steps
recently being taken in [14, 50]. Given the recent realiza-

3 Note that on a system of size L, the number of well-separated
string operators with size � ξ diverges as L→∞, giving a triv-
ial sample complexity in the thermodynamic limit. Thus this
reduction in sample complexity is only well-defined for finite sys-
tems.
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tion of topologically ordered states in quantum simula-
tors [51, 52] and measurement-based protocols for prepar-
ing topological orders [53, 54], addressing this question is
of immediate practical importance. Since the local uni-
tary circuits (in the language of EC, the ‘errors’) which
relate different wavefunctions in a topological phase can
be completely generic — as opposed to the symmetric
local circuits relevant for SPT phases — we expect that
the EC procedure in this case must be one of quantum er-
ror correction. Whether or not the EC threshold in these
phases can be made to coincide with the phase boundary
is an outstanding question for the future.

More broadly, connections between EC and RG may
have implications for the design of useful RG schemes
in contexts very different from those considered in this
paper. While the particular RG scheme we have em-
ployed incorporates spatial coarse-graining, the connec-
tion between RG and EC may be deeper than this, and
approaching RG from the perspective of EC may give us
fresh insights into systems for which there is no useful
real-space RG scheme, such as (non)-Fermi liquids [55]
and fracton-inspired models with UV/IR mixing [56–58].

In a different context, it is natural to ask whether the

integration of EC into the MERA framework provides
any new lessons for tensor network approaches to holog-
raphy [59–61], or for the role that EC plays in quantum
gravity more generally [8–11]. This direction seems espe-
cially promising given that the layout of our RG quan-
tum circuits resembles the geometry of holographic ten-
sor networks and that our elementary MPS tensor A is
perfect, potentially allowing for more general construc-
tions of holographic error correcting codes [9].
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GUIDE TO APPENDICES

For the reader’s conveniece, we list below a brief description of the technical appendicies to follow:

• Appendix A: Group theory details, introducing notation.

• Appendix B: Representation theory details for finite Abelian groups G.

• Appendix C: MPS techniuqes and construction of the canonical reference states.

• Appendix D: General representation of SPT ground states in terms of ‘errors’ acting on the canonical reference
states.

• Appendix E: The details of our circuit architecture.

• Appendix F: Proof that the RG implemented by our RG circuit converges.

• Appendix G: How to construct RG circuits for spontaneous symmetry breaking.
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• Appendix H: Error correction with measurements and classical post-processing.

• Appendix I: How to deal with generic G-representations.

• Appendix J: Detailed analysis of sample complexity.

• Appendix K: Modified quantum circuits for cohomology classes which are not maximally non-commutative.

Appendix A: Mathematical preliminaries

In this appendix, we provide some of the background group theory details used in this work.
Let G be a finite Abelian group. We will let Rg denote the local symmetry action of g ∈ G, which until App. I we

take to be in the regular representation, acting on a Hilbert space of dimension |G|. Explicitly,

Rg =
∑
h∈G

χh(g)|h〉〈h|. (A1)

Let V
(ω)
g be a projective representation of G with factor set ω : G×G→ U(1), so that

V (ω)
g V

(ω)
h = ωg,hV

(ω)
g+h. (A2)

For ease of notation, we will omit the dependence of Vg on ω when there is no cause for confusion.
Since the Vg are only defined up to g-dependent phases, ωg,h is equivalent to ωg,hαgαh/αg+h for some set of phases

αg. For all of the cases we will be interested in, ω can always be chosen to satisfy

ωg,h = ω∗−g,h = ω∗g,−h. (A3)

We define the function

λω(g, h) ≡ ωg,h
ωh,g

, (A4)

which determines the group commutators of the Vg via

VgVh = λω(g, h)VhVg. (A5)

Note that λω is invariant under transforming ωg,h by the phases αg, and due to the cocycle condition on ω, it is a
homomorphism in both of its arguments:

λω(g + k, h) = λω(g, h)λω(k, h), (A6)

and similarly for λω(g, h+ k). λω furthermore obeys the identities

λω(g, e) = λω(g,−g) = 1, λω(g, h) = λ∗ω(h, g) = λ∗ω(g,−h) = λω(−g,−h), (A7)

from which one sees that Hermitian conjugates commute in the same way: V †g V
†
h = λω(g, h)V †hV

†
g .

We will also make use of the function

ςg ≡ ω(g, g) (A8)

which can be used to convert between Vg and V †−g via

ςgV−g = V †g . (A9)

Definition 1. The projective center [37] Cω is defined to contain all those elements which are projectively represented
by scalars:

Cω ≡ {g ∈ G : λω(g, h) = 1∀h ∈ G}. (A10)
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We furthermore define a maximally non-commutative factor set [36] as one in which no nontrivial elements are
projectively represented by scalars:

Definition 2. A maximally non-commutative factor set is one with trivial projective center, viz. one for which
Cω = {e}.

For a given factor set, we may construct a homomorphism Λ as

Λω : G→ G∗

g 7→ λω(·, g)
(A11)

where G∗ denotes the group of characters. Then by definition,

Cω = ker(Λω). (A12)

Since Λω(g) : G→ U(1), it can always be identified with some nontrivial character of G. We will write the map which
associates g to the appropriate character as Γω, with Γω(g) thus satisfying

χh(Γω(g)) = λω(h, g) ∀ h ∈ G. (A13)

The element Γω(g) can be identified explicitly using character orthogonality as

|Γω(g)〉 =

∫
k

χ∗h(k)λω(h, g)|k〉, (A14)

where
∫
k
≡ 1
|G|
∑
k∈G.

If ω is a maximally non-commutative factor set, then Λω and Γω are injective. Thus since |G∗| = |G|, Λω and Γω
are isomorphisms iff ω is maximally non-commutative. This means that the knowledge of λω(g, h) for all h is sufficient
to uniquely determine the group element g iff ω is maximally non-commutative. This property greatly simplifies the
error correcting technology used in the construction of our RG circuits (and also simplifies the analysis of SPT phases
as resource states for measurement-based quantum computation [32, 62]), and is the reason why we choose to restrict
our attention to maximally non-commutative cohomology classes throughout most of this work.

We now state some useful math facts that we will not go through the trouble of proving; proofs can be extracted
from [63], [64]:

Proposition 1. The following facts hold:

• Maximally non-Abelian factor sets exist iff G = G′ ×G′ is a square.

• All projective representations with factor set ω have dimension
√
|G|/|Cω|.

• Distinct projective irreps with factor set ω are enumerated by the linear characters of the group Cω; there are
thus |Cω| distinct projective irreps. In particular, if ω is maximally non-commutative, there is only a single
projective irrep up to isomorphism.

One result that we could not find in the literature is the grand orthogonality theorem for projective representations:

Theorem 2 (Schur orthogonality for projective representations). For V µ and V ν any two projective irreps of G,∫
g

[(V µg )†]ij [V
ν
g ]kl =

1

dim(V µ)
δilδjkδµν . (A15)

Proof. The proof is straightforward and mimicks the linear case: we construct an intertwiner with the map

Fµνij =

∫
g

(V µg )†EijV
ν
g , (A16)

which satisfies

V µh F
µν
ij =

∫
g

ςgω(h,−g)V µ−g+hEijV
ν
g

=

∫
g

ςgς
∗
−g+hωh,−g(V

µ
g−h)†EijV

ν
g−h+h

=

∫
g

ςgς
∗
−g+hωh,−gω

∗
g−h,h((V µg−h)†EijV

ν
g−h)V νh .

(A17)
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Crucially, the factor

ςgς
∗
−g+hωh,−gω

∗
g−h,h = 1 (A18)

due to the cocycle condition δω = 1, which expanded out is simply

ω(g1, g2)ω(g1 + g2, g3) = ω(g2, g3)ω(g1, g2 + g3). (A19)

Therefore [Fµνij ]kl = δµ,νδk,lλi,j for some constant factor λi,j . This can be identified by computing

λi,j =
Tr[Fµµij ]

dim(V µ)
=

δi,j
dim(V µ)

, (A20)

thereby proving the claim.

Corollary 1. If Vg is a projective irrep and ω is maximally non-commutative, then

Tr[Vg] = δg,e
√
|G|. (A21)

In particular, the only nonzero character of Vg is the trivial character.

Proof. We use Shur orthogonality to write∫
g

|Tr[Vg]|2 =
∑
i,j

∫
g

[V †g ]ii[Vg]jj = 1. (A22)

Since
∫
g

= 1
|G|
∑
g∈G we must have ∑

g∈G
|Tr[Vg]|2 = |G|, (A23)

analogously to the case of linear representations. Now if ω is maximally non-commutative, then dim(V ) =
√
|G|.

Since Ve = 1√|G|, the above sum is then fully saturated by g = e, proving the claim.

Appendix B: Representation theory data for finite Abelian G

In this appendix we provide explicit expressions for some of the representation theory data employed in the main
text. We first focus on the case of G = ZN × ZN , and later show how this can be generalized.

1. G = ZN × ZN

The second cohomology classes of G form the group H2(ZN×ZN ;U(1)) = ZN . Writing group elements g ∈ ZN×ZN
as g = (g1, g2), we may always choose a gauge in which the factor sets are given by [63]

ωg,h = ζωg2h1 , (B1)

where ζ ≡ e2πi/N and where we have abused notation slightly by letting ω in the exponent denote the element of ZN
corresponding to the cohomology class ω. The commutator function λω is correspondingly

λω(g, h) = ζ−ωg×h = ζ−ω(g1h2−g2h1). (B2)

With the standard choice of character χg(h) = ζg·h, we then have

Γω((g1, g2)) = ω · (−g2, g1), ς((g1, g2)) = ζωg1g2 . (B3)

Explicit linear and projective representations consistent with the above choice of factor set are afforded by

Rg = Zg1 ⊗ Zg2 , V ωg = Xg1Zωg2 , (B4)
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where

X ≡
∑
a

|a+ 1〉〈a|, Z ≡
∑
a

ζa|a〉〈a| (B5)

are the usual ZN clock and shift matrices, satisfying ZX = ζXZ.
By attempting to invert Γω, we see that ω is maximally non-commutative iff ω is invertible in ZN , i.e. iff ω and N

are relatively prime [36], in which case Γ−1
ω ((g1, g2)) = 1

ω (g2,−g1) (note that ω is always maximally non-commutative
if N is prime). By the results of App. A, all possible projective representations are then gauge-equivalent to the V ωg
written above.

2. General Abelian groups

Let G =
∏M
i=1 ZNi , and write elements in G as M -component vectors (g1, . . . , gM ). The calculation of H2(G;U(1))

can be accomplished by repeated use of the Kunneth formula [65]

0→
n⊕
k=0

Hk(G;Z)⊗Z H
n−k(K;Z)→ Hn(G×K;Z)→

n+1⊕
k=0

Tor[Hn+1−k(G;Z), Hk(K;Z)]→ 0, (B6)

together with use of Hk(G) ≡ Hk(G;U(1)) = Hk+1(G;Z), ZN ⊗Z ZM = Z(N,M) (with (N,M) ≡ gcd(N,M)), and
the fact that

Hk(ZN ;Z) =


ZN k ∈ 2N
0 k ∈ 2N + 1

Z k = 0

. (B7)

Putting these together, we obtain

H2(G;U(1)) =

M∏
j<k

Z(Nj ,Nk). (B8)

As a straightforward generalization of the Z2
N case, representatives for the distinct factor sets are provided by

ωg,h =
∏

1≤i<j≤M
ζ
ω̂ijgihj
(Ni,Nj)

, (B9)

where ω̂ is now a symmetric matrix with entries ω̂ij ∈ Z(Ni,Nj). The commutator function is consequently

λω(g, h) =
∏

1≤i<j≤M
ζ
ω̂ij(gihj−higj)
(Ni,Nj)

, (B10)

from which ω is seen to be maximally non-commutative if ω̂ij is relatively prime to (Ni, Nj) for all i, j. Explicit forms
for the projective representations with maximally non-commutative ω can be constructed by taking appropriate
products of the expressions in the ZN × ZN case.

Appendix C: MPS techniques and the construction of |Ψω〉

In this section we describe how to construct the canonical reference states |Ψω〉 for each SPT phase, and prove

some relations involving the shift operators S
L/R
g introduced in the main text.

1. MPS tensors

In all of what follows, we take the physical indices of our MPS tensors to be indexed by elements of G, with the
physical onsite Hilbert space H having dimension |G|. We will always choose a basis in which the onsite symmetry
action Rg is diagonal, with

Rg =
∑
h∈G

χg(h)|h〉〈h|, (C1)
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where χg(·) is the linear character on G dual to the element g.

Since the physical indices of our MPS states are indexed by G, an arbitrary MPS tensor A may be written

A =
∑
g∈G
|g〉Ag, (C2)

where Ag is a χ × χ matrix in End(Hvirt), with Hvirt the χ-dimensional virtual space of the MPS. All MPS tensors
descrbing MPS wavefunctions in SPTω must be such that the symmetry pushes from a linear action on the physical
leg to a projective action on the virtual legs [66], with∑

h∈G
Rg|h〉Ah =

∑
h∈G
|h〉(V †g AhVg) (C3)

for some χ-dimensional projective representation Vg of G with factor set ω (which neccessitates that χ ≥
√
|G| if ω

is nontrivial). We will find it helpful to use notation where matrices acting on the left of A denote an action on A’s
physical index, while matrices of the form (X ⊗ Y ) which act on the right of A denote an action on A’s left virtual
index by X and right virtual index by Y . In this notation Eq. (C3) reads

RgA = A(V †g ⊗ Vg). (C4)

Graphically,

VgV †
g

Rg

=

(C5)

where the grey box denotes an MPS tensor whose physical leg is indicated by a doubled line (since in the present
MNC case, dimH = (dimHvirt)2). In our notation MPS tensors with downward-pointing physical legs will tacitly
assumed to be complex conjugated; thus Rg pushes ‘up’ through MPS tensors as

V ∗
g V Tg

Rg

=

(C6)

Since there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) in the models we are considering, all MPS tensors will be
required to be injective [66], meaning that some integer number n of A tensors can be blocked together so that the
MPS tensor

∑
g∈Gn |g〉(Ag1 · · ·Agn) defines an isometry on H⊗2

virt.

We now discuss the construction of the canonical reference states |Ψω〉. The MPS tensors that appear in our
definition of |Ψω〉 will in fact satisfy a much stronger property than injectivity:

Definition 3 (perfect MPS). An MPS tensor A is said to be perfect if it is a perfect tensor when viewed as a map
H⊗2
virt → H. That is, A is perfect if both

Tr[(Ag)†Ah] ∝ δg,h (C7)

(isometry when virtual legs are contracted), and∑
g∈G

[Ag]ij [A
g]∗kl ∝ δikδjl (C8)

(isometry when physical legs are contracted).
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Graphically, Eq. (C7) means (from now on all grey boxes drawn will indicate canonical MPS tensors Aω, unless
indicated otherwise)

=

(C9)

while Eq. (C8) means

=

(C10)

We will refer to a translation-invariant MPS wavefunction constructed from perfect MPS tensors as a ‘perfect MPS’.
Note that by Eq. (C8), a perfect MPS tensor is automatically injective without the need for any blocking.

It is very easy to write down an explicit expression for a perfect MPS tensor in the maximally non-commutative
case:

Proposition 2 (maximally non-commutative MPS tensors). For maximally non-commutative ω, one may always

construct a perfect MPS with bond dimension
√
|G| and MPS tensors

Aω =
∑
g∈G
|g〉V †

Γ−1
ω (g)

=
∑
g∈G

ςg|g〉V−Γ−1
ω (g). (C11)

Note that Aω has the smallest allowable bond dimension, and thus defines a state in SPTω with the smallest possible
entanglement. The fact that the bond dimension of Aω is the square root of the physical dimension of Aω is the
reason for indicating physical legs with doubled lines in our graphical notation.

That the above choice of Aω works is proven by noticing that the phases generated when commuting Vgs past one
another can always be transformed into the linear character χg(h) appearing in the action of Rg:

Proof. Injectivity of Aω can be checked using Schur orthogonality (A15):∑
g∈G

(Agω)† ⊗Agω = |G|
∫
g

∑
ijkl

|ij〉〈kl|[Vg]ij [Vg]∗lk =
√
|G|
∑
ij

|ij〉〈ij| =
√
|G|1⊗2

virt. (C12)

That Aω is perfect then follows from the fact that

Tr[(Agω)†Ahω]|g〉〈h| = |g〉〈h|Tr[V †
Γ−1
ω (g)

VΓ−1
ω (h)] =

√
|G|δg,h (C13)

We then verify the pull-through property (C3). Conjugating the VΓ−1
ω (g) by Vhs at the cost of a λω term, we have

RhAω =
∑
g∈G
|g〉 χh(g)

λω(h,Γ−1
ω (g))

V †hV
†
Γ−1
ω (g)

Vh. (C14)

But by definition of the map Γω (A13), we have

λω(h,Γ−1
ω (g)) = χh(g), (C15)

and thus we have RhAω = Aω(V †h ⊗ Vh) as desired.
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We define the canonical representative of the phase SPTω using these MPS tensors:

Definition 4 (canonical reference state of an SPT phase). For a given maximally non-commutative cohomology class
ω, the canonical reference state of the phase SPTω is defined as

|Ψω〉 ≡
∑

g∈GL
Tr[Ag1ω · · ·AgLω ]|g〉, (C16)

where Aω are the MPS tensors of (C11).

A useful fact we will employ later, which follows easily from the injectivity of Aω and Tr[Vg] ∝ δg,e, is

〈Ψω|Rg|Ψω〉 =
∏
i

δgi,e. (C17)

2. Shift operators and parent Hamiltonians

We now define the right and left shift operators employed in the main text, and show how they can be used to
construct a Hamiltonian whose ground state is |Ψω〉.
Definition 5 (right shift operator). We define the right shift operator as

SRg =
∑
h∈G

ω(g,Γ−1
ω (h) + g)ς∗−g|h+ Γω(g)〉〈h| =

∑
h∈G

ω(g,Γ−1
ω (h))ς∗−g|h〉〈h− Γω(g)|. (C18)

This operator is designed to satisfy

Aω(1⊗ Vg) =
∑
h∈G
|h〉V †

Γ−1
ω (h)

V †−gς
∗
−g

=
∑
h∈G
|h+ Γω(g)〉V †

Γ−1
ω (h)

ω(−g,Γ−1
ω (h) + g)∗ς∗−g

= SRg Aω.

(C19)

Graphically,

Vg

SRg

=

. (C20)

Given that SR is unitary, (SRg )† can be used to correct for an ‘error’ of Vg occurring on the right virtual leg of Aω, via

(SRg )†Aω(1⊗ Vg) = Aω. (C21)

Note that the SRg obey the same fusion rule as the projective representations themselves,

SRg S
R
h = ωg,hS

R
g+h, (C22)

so that

SRg S
R
h = λω(g, h)SRh S

R
g . (C23)

Furthermore, SRg picks up the same phase as Vg under Hermitian conjugation:

(SRg )† = ςgS
R
−g, (C24)

and it commutes with the linear symmetry operators as

SRg Rh = λω(g, h)RhS
R
g . (C25)

These equations can all be proved by evaluating the action of both sides on Aω; that this is sufficient follows from the
fact that Aω is perfect.

Similarly,
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Definition 6 (left shift operator). We define the left shift operator as

SLg = ςgRgS
R
−g =

∑
h∈G

ω(g − Γ−1
ω (h), g)|h− Γω(g)〉〈h| =

∑
h∈G

ω(Γ−1
ω (h), g)∗|h〉〈h+ Γω(g)|. (C26)

SLg is designed to satisfy

Aω(V †g ⊗ 1) = RgAω(1⊗ V †g )

= ςgRgAω(1⊗ V−g)
= ςgRgS

R
−gAω

= SLg Aω.

(C27)

Graphically,

V †
g

SLg

=

. (C28)

Therefore an ‘error’ of V †g occurring on the left virtual leg of Aω can be corrected by way of

(SLg )†Aω(V †g ⊗ 1) = Aω. (C29)

The SL operators combine in the opposite way as the projective representations, since they put the projective repre-
sentations in ‘reversed’ order on the left legs:

SLg S
L
h = ω∗h,gS

L
g+h. (C30)

Therefore (c.f. (C23))

SLg S
L
h = λω(h, g)SLh S

L
g , (C31)

and

SLg Rh = λh,gRhS
L
g . (C32)

Note that the S
L/R
g are designed to ‘fractionalize’ the linear symmetry action, in that

Rg = SLg S
R
g . (C33)

We also see that Γω(g) has the meaning of the linear representation of G that the shift operators transform under the
adjoint action of G: indeed, by (C25) and (C32),

R†hS
L
g Rh = χΓω(g)(h)SLg , R†hS

R
g Rh = χ∗Γω(g)(h)SRg . (C34)

Thus SLg , S
R
g transform in conjugate representations, as befitting the fact that their product (viz. Rg) transforms

trivially under the adjoint action, by virtue of G being Abelian.
The left and right shift operators can be used to construct string operators, as well as a Hamiltonian whose ground

state is |Ψω〉:

Proposition 3 (Parent Hamiltonian). A commuting projector Hamiltonian with ground state |Ψω〉 is

H = −
∑
i

∑
g∈G

SRg,i−1S
L
g,i. (C35)
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Proof. The standard way of constructing H is to write [66]

H = −
∑
i

Pspan(AA), (C36)

where Pspan(AA) is the projector onto the subspace HAA spanned by the tensor product of two contracted MPS
tensors:

HAA = span{|g, h〉Tr[AgωA
h
ωX] |X ∈ Mat√|G|×√|G|, g, h ∈ G}. (C37)

Since our MPS tensors are injective, dimHAA = dimH = |G|. We therefore need to find |G| independent operators
Pgi,i+1 which stabilize the ground state. Constructing these operators is actually quite straightforward to do if we
make use of the shift operators defined previously; a little reflection reveals that the expression above works, as it is
easily checked to stabilize the MPS ground state by way of (C19) and (C27).

The following string operators, which are formed by taking a symmetry action on a finite interval and decorating
the ends with shift operators, play a fundamental role in our ability to distinguish different SPT phases:

Definition 7 (string operators). For any two sites j > i and any g ∈ G, we define the string operator Sg,i→j as

Sg;i→j ≡ SRg,i ⊗
j−1⊗
l=i+1

Rg,l ⊗ SLg,j . (C38)

Using the pull-through condition (C5), these string operators are easily checked to stabilize |Ψω〉. Note also that
the operators appearing in the above parent Hamiltonian are simply Sg,i→i+1.

Intuitively, the string operators are constructed by acting with the symmetry over a finite interval, and then
decorating the ends of the interval with a fractionalized action of the symmetry (this terminology being appropriate
since Rg fractionalizes into SLg S

R
g ). If one were to decorate the ends of the interval with operators transforming under

G according to any irrep other than χΓω(g) (see (C34)), it is easy to see that the resulting string operator will have
vanishing expectation value throughout the SPT phase [21, 37].

3. Explicit expressions for G = ZN × ZN

We now give expressions for the various tensors defined above in case considered in the main text, where G =
ZN ×ZN and ω is maximally non-commutative. We will often decompose the physical Hilbert space into two factors
of dimension N , writing H = H1 ⊗H2 with dimH1 = dimH2 = N .

Since ω is invertible in ZN by assumption, we may use (C11) to write down the canonical MPS tensors as

Aω =
∑
g∈G
|g〉Zg1X−g2/ω. (C39)

That Aω is perfect follows from the fact that the matrices XaZb, a, b,∈ ZN generate GL(N), together with the
invertibility of ω in ZN . Note that the canonical MPS tensors for two maximally non-commutative factor sets ν and
ω are linearly related by

Aν =
∑
g∈G

(|g1〉〈g1| ⊗ |νg2/ω〉〈g2|)Aω, (C40)

One can further verify that the left and right shift operators are

SLg = Zg1Xωg2 ⊗X−ωg1 , SRg = X−ωg2 ⊗Xg1ωZg2 . (C41)

The Hamiltonian H = −∑g,i S
R
g,iS

L
g,i+1 ≡ −

∑
g,iHg,i is consequently

H = −
∑
g,i

(
X−ωg2 ⊗Xωg1Zg2 ⊗ Zg1Xωg2 ⊗X−ωg1

)
i→i+3

, (C42)

where now we are indexing the sites by the individual tensor factors of dimension N .
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While the Hamiltonian as written above contains terms acting on 4 consecutive sites, it can be simplified somewhat
as follows. First, for the Z2 case, we may write

HZ2
2

= −
∑
i

(IIII + IXZX +XZXI +XY Y X)i→i+3. (C43)

The first term in parenthesis is a constant and can be dropped. The last term is a product of the first two, and
as all terms commute it is thus redundant and can also be dropped, leaving us with the familiar XZX form of the
Hamiltonian.

A similar type of simplification is possible for general N [38]. Note that Hg,i = H(g1,0),iH(0,g2),i, and that all
terms in the Hamiltonian mutually commute. Therefore terms where both g1, g2 are nontrivial will automatically be
minimized if the terms where one of g1, g2 is trivial are minimized. This means we may get away with only summing
over elements of the form {(g1, 0), (0, g2)}. This gives

HZ2
N

= −
∑
g∈ZN

(∑
i∈2Z

X−ωgi ⊗ Zgi+1 ⊗Xωg
i+2 +

∑
i∈2Z+1

Xωg
i ⊗ Zgi+1 ⊗X−ωgi+2

)
. (C44)

Note that the alternating placement of daggers on the two sublattices is actually important to keep track of, and is
needed to ensure that all of the terms in HZ2

N
commute.

With this notation the string operators are generated by

S(1,0);i→i+2l = (Ii ⊗Xω
i+1)

l−2⊗
n=2

(Z2n ⊗ I2n+1)⊗ (Zi+2l−1 ⊗X−ωi+2l) (C45)

and

S(0,1);i→i+2l = (X−ωi ⊗ Zi+1)

l−2⊗
n=2

(I2n ⊗ Z2n+1)⊗ (Xω
i+2l−1 ⊗ Ii+2l). (C46)

Appendix D: General expression for ground states of maximally non-commutative SPT phases

This section is devoted to proving the following theorem:

Theorem 3 (relation between SPT states in the same phase). Let |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω be a ground state in the SPT
phase identified with the maximally non-commutative cohomology class ω. Then for |Ψω〉 the canonical reference state
defined in (C16), we may always write

|ψω〉 =
∑

g∈GL
CgRg|Ψω〉, (D1)

for g an L-component vector of group elements, and where the Cg are complex coefficients satisfying
∑

g |Cg|2 = 1

and Rg ≡
⊗L

i=1Rgi,i.

The proof proceeds by finding a convenient operator basis in which to decompose the action of the unitary circuit
relating |ψω〉 to |Ψω〉. The overall logic is essentially the same as a similar result pertaining to the 2D cluster state
proven in Ref. [67].

To begin, we need the following lemma:

Lemma 4. For ω maximally non-commutative, any n-site operator On can be decomposed as

On =
∑

g,h∈Gn
Cg,h

n⊗
i=1

SRgi,iRhi,i (D2)

for some constants Cg,h. Furthermore, On commutes with the symmetry action iff
∑
i gi = e.
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Proof. The proof proceeds simply by noting that the operators in the above sum form an orthogonal set which spans
H⊗n. Consider first the case where n = 1. Then we have

Tr[SRg Rh(SRg′Rh′)
†] = Tr[SRg (SRg′)

†Rh−h′ ]

= |G|δg,g′δh,h′ .
(D3)

Since there are |G|2 = dim End(H) such operators, they form a basis for all single-site unitaries. Tensoring n copies
of them together then gives a basis for the unitaries on H⊗n.

Requiring that a given operator is symmetric means that it must commute with R⊗nk for all k ∈ G. Now

OnR⊗nk = R⊗nk
∑

g,h∈Gn
Cg,h

n⊗
i=1

λω(k, gi)S
R
gi,iRhi,i

= R⊗nk
∑

g,h∈Gn
Cg,hχk(Γ−1

ω (
∑
j

gj))

n⊗
i=1

SRgi,iRhi,i.

(D4)

The RHS is equal to R⊗nk On iff
∑
j gj = e, and so any symmetric operator must indeed be of the form claimed.

Since SR−g = SLg R−gς−g, we can equivalently replace SR−gi,i operators appearing in the decomposition of a given On
with SLgi,i operators, at the cost of modifying the values of the Cg,h. The combination of S

R/L
gi,i

operators appearing
in the decomposition of any symmetric operator can thus always be manipulated so that it consists only of tensor
products of pairs SRg,i ⊗ SLg,j>i. These give the endpoints of a g string operator, and hence by shifting the Rhi,i, any
symmetric operator may be written in terms of single-site symmetry actions and string operators as

Osym =
∑

g,h∈Gn

n⊗
i=1

Rhi,i
∑
j>i

C ′g,h;jSgi,i→j (D5)

where the C ′g,h;j are complex numbers determinable in principle from the Cg,h.

We can use the above fact to prove theorem 3. By definition, all states |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω can be related to one another
via the action of a constant-depth local4 unitary circuit Uψ, where each gate in Uψ commutes with the symmetry
action R⊗Lg . By (D5), all of the gates in Uψ can be decomposed in terms of the onsite symmetry generators Rgi,i and
string operators Sgi,i→j — this leads to the picture shown in Fig 3. We can then move all Sgi,i→j operators appearing
in the circuit to the ‘bottom’ of the circuit, so that they act directly on |Ψω〉; this can be done merely at the cost
of picking up various unimportant complex phases. However, all string operators act trivially on (i.e. stabilize) |Ψω〉
and hence may be eliminated from Uψ, leaving behind only the Rh operators. The Rh then form of depth-1 circuit,
and |ψω〉 can indeed be written in the form of (D1).

Appendix E: The circuit architecture

In this appendix we elaborate on the on the properties of the tensors used to build the coarse-graining convolution
unitary C, and demonstrate that C performs error correction by implementing the recursive majority function. The
explicit form of C is repeated in Fig. 7 for convenience. The ring of six MPS tensors serves to coarse-grain the input
wavefunction; when acting on |Ψω〉 this part of C simply produces a coarse-grained (by a factor of 3) version of |Ψω〉,
tensored with a product state of |0〉s on the remaining sites. The controlled gates activate when nontrivial ‘errors’ act
on |Ψω〉, and these gates serve to correct the errors by re-directing the action of the errors away from the renormalized
leg r, and onto the measurement legs mL,mR.

Specifically, we introduce the controlled left-shift operator as

CSL ≡
∑
g∈G
|Γω(g)〉〈Γω(g)| ⊗ (SLg )† ⊗ 1 (E1)

4 Strictly speaking the correct adjective is ‘quasilocal’, allowing
for the gates appearing in U to have arbitrarily large support,
so long as operators with large support are given exponentially

small weights. Keeping track of the distinction between local
and quasilocal will not be important for the issues that concern
us here.
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CSR

CSL

CCR
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C =

rmL mR

iL ic iR

FIG. 7. Definition of the coarse-graining unitary C. Grey boxes denote canonical MPS tensors Aω, the T denotes transpose,
and the controlled gates CSL/R, CCR are defined in the text.

where we have written the operator in the basis HmL ⊗ Hr ⊗ HmR (see Fig. 7). Similarly, we define the controlled
right-shift operator as

CSR ≡
∑
g∈G

ς∗g1⊗ (SRg )† ⊗ |Γω(−g)〉〈Γω(−g)|. (E2)

Finally, the double-controlled gate CCR is defined to perform a linear action of the symmetry if the left and right
legs are in opposite states, and to act as the identity otherwise:

CCR ≡
∑
g

|Γω(−g)〉〈Γω(−g)| ⊗R†g ⊗ |Γω(g)〉〈Γω(g)|+
∑
g 6=g′
|Γω(−g)〉〈Γω(−g)| ⊗ 1⊗ |Γω(g′)〉〈Γω(g′)|

=
∑
g,g′

|Γω(−g)〉〈Γω(−g)| ⊗ ((R†g − 1)δg,g′ + 1)⊗ |Γω(g′)〉〈Γω(g′)|.
(E3)

To understand the utility of these gates, consider first how a single-site error passes through C:

Proposition 4. C corrects all single-site Rg errors acting on |Ψω〉. That is, for an error of the form Rg ⊗Rh ⊗Rk
where only one of g, h, k 6= e,

C(Rg ⊗Rh ⊗Rk)A⊗3
ω = |Γω(h− g)〉 ⊗Aω ⊗ |Γω(k − h)〉. (E4)

In the above, we have used notation where tensor products are in physical space, with virtual indices being implicitly
contracted as appropriate. Thus e.g. A⊗3

ω =
∑

g∈G3 |g〉Ag1ω Ag2ω Ag3ω is a tensor valued in Hvirt ⊗H⊗3 ⊗Hvirt.

Proof. We demonstrate this simply by explicitly computing the action of C in all situations where a single error is
present. Suppose an error of g occurs on the leftmost input site il. Understanding how this error travels through C
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can be done graphically as follows:

T T

g
T TgT

g†

mL mR
r mL mR

r

g

mL mR

g†

r

(E5)
where the cyan and yellow circles stand for linear and projective representations respectively, and where in the second
step we have used the injectivity condition (C10). The states of the measurement legs mL/R can be worked out using

∑
h∈G
|h〉Tr[AhωVg] = Vg =

√
|G||Γω(g)〉 (E6)

since Tr[V †g Vh] =
√
|G|δg,h. Thus in this case, the left leg mL is in the state |Γω(g)〉, and the right leg mR is in the

state |e〉. The job of the control gates CSL/R, CCR is to use the information contained in these states to correct for
the action of SLg that has been applied to the renormalized leg r (due to the V †g projective rep appearing in the last

panel of (E5)). In this case, since mR is in the state |e〉, only the CSL gate activates. This gate applies (SLg )† to the

renormalized leg, which cancels the SLg error. Thus indeed,

C(Rg ⊗ 1⊗ 1)A3
ω = |Γω(g)〉 ⊗Aω ⊗ |e〉. (E7)

Similarly, consider what happens when an error Rk occurs on the rightmost site c. Similar arguments show that the
right measurement module is left in the state ςk|Γω(−k)〉, the left module in the sate |Γω(k)〉, and that renormalized
leg incurrs an error of SRk . Only the CSR gate activates, which applies a corrective action of (SRk )† to the renormalized
leg, cancelling the error. Therefore

C(1⊗ 1⊗Rk)A⊗3
ω = |e〉 ⊗Aω ⊗ |Γω(−k)〉. (E8)

Finally, consider an error of Rh applied to the central leg. This leaves the left module in the state ςh|Γω(−h)〉, the
right module in the state |Γω(h)〉, and leads to no error on the renormalized leg. Both the CSL/R gates activate,
and conseuqnetly the renormalized leg is acted on by ςhς

∗
−h(SL−h)†(SR−h)† = λω(−h, h)(R−h)† = Rh. We see that the

CCR gate has been chosen to exactly compensate for this action; thus

C(1⊗Rh ⊗ 1)A⊗3
ω = |Γω(−h)〉 ⊗Aω ⊗ |Γω(h)〉. (E9)
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We also have the necessary property that C preserves the global symmetry action:

Proposition 5. The global symmetry commutes with Qω, in the sense that the global symmetry operator R⊗Lg is

mapped to R⊗L
′

g ⊗ 1M upon commuting with Qω, where L′ = L/3 and 1M denotes the identity on the subspace
spanned by the measured legs.

Proof. The proof is straightforward, and does not require us to project onto states generated by Aω. Without loss of
generality, we can focus on the commutation relation between R⊗3

g and a single convolution module C. First, we see

that R⊗3
g passes through the layer below the control gates in C unchanged. Since the controls occur in the Rg basis,

we just need to compute how Rg on the renormalized leg passes through the CSL/R gates. For the CSL gate,

CSL(1⊗Rg ⊗ 1) =
∑
h∈G
|Γω(h)〉〈Γω(h)| ⊗ (SLh )†Rg ⊗ 1

=
∑
h∈G

χg(Γω(h))|Γω(h)〉〈Γω(h)| ⊗Rg(SLh )† ⊗ 1

= (R†g ⊗Rg ⊗ 1)CSL,

(E10)

where we used (SLh )†Rg = λω(−g, h)Rg(S
L
h )† = χ−g(Γω(h))Rg(S

L
h )†. One can similarly verify that

CSR(1⊗Rg ⊗ 1) = (1⊗Rg ⊗R†g)CSR. (E11)

Therefore when the Rg on the renormalized leg passes through the control gates, it cancels the two applications of
Rg on the measurement legs. Thus

CR⊗3
g = (1⊗Rg ⊗ 1)C (E12)

at the level of operators (i.e. not just when acting on states generated by the MPS tensors Aω).

To define the action of C on general errors of the form Rg ⊗Rh⊗Rk, we define a majority vote function as follows:

Definition 8 (majority vote rule). The function maj : G3 → G is defined to implement majority vote on G. In the
case of ties, maj selects out the center element of the tuple (g, h, k) ∈ G3. Explicitly,

maj(g, h, k) ≡


g if (h = g) ∨ (k = g)

h if (g = h) ∨ (k = h)

k if (g = k) ∨ (h = k)

h else

(E13)

The previous two propositions then lead to

Corollary 2. C implements the majority vote rule on Rg operator strings which act on the canonical ground state
|Ψω〉. That is,

C(Rg ⊗Rh ⊗Rk)A⊗3
ω = |Γω(h− g)〉 ⊗Rmaj(g,h,k)Aω ⊗ |Γω(k − h)〉. (E14)

Graphically,

C

g h k =

Γω(h− g) Γω(k − h)

m = maj(g, h, k)

m

(E15)

Note that this property is not satisfied by the QCNN used in [13] to study the Z2 × Z2 cluster state.
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Proof. Since the global symmetry pushes through C and since single errors are corrected, this property obviously holds
in the 3:0 situation when g = h = k. When we are in a 2:1 vote situation, we have e.g.

C(Rg ⊗Rg ⊗Rh)A⊗3
ω = (1⊗Rg ⊗ 1)C(1⊗ 1⊗Rh−g)A⊗3

ω = |e〉 ⊗RgAω ⊗ |Γω(h− g)〉, (E16)

and likewise for the two other 2:1 vote configurations. Since Rg acts on the renormalized leg in all cases, the 2:1 vote
works in the way claimed.

Consider then the case of a tie, where g 6= h 6= k. In this case the R†g part of the CCR gate will be unactivated as

g 6= k. On the other hand, both the CSL/R gates will activate. In this case, the left measurement module is left in
the state ςhωg,−h|Γω(g− h)〉, the right module is left in the state ςkωh,−k|Γω(h− k)〉, and the renormalized leg incurs

an error of V †g ⊗ Vk. After the CSL/R gates activate, we get a combined action on the renormalized leg of

ςhςkς
∗
k−hωg,−hωh,−k(SLg−h)†(SRk−h)† = Rh(SLg )†(SRk )†, (E17)

where we used (SRk−h)† = ωk,−h(SR−h)†(SRk )†, (SLg−h)† = ω∗g,−h(SL−h)†(SLg )†, and where we made use of the fact that
ω is a bicharacter to write ςhςkς

∗
k−h = ωk,hωh,k. The action of the suriving shift operators cancels the error on the

renormalized leg, and so in this case,

C(Rg ⊗Rh ⊗Rk)A⊗3
ω = |Γω(h− g)〉 ⊗RhAω ⊗ |Γω(k − h)〉. (E18)

Note that the above majority-vote property is not true at the level of operators; it relies projecting onto the space
generated by the MPS tensors Aω.

From the above, we know that Rg operators on renormalized legs push ‘down’ through C to become R⊗3
g . To

determine how an arbitrary operator on a renormalized leg pushes down through C, we need only determine what
happens to SLg . We do this with the following proposition:

Proposition 6. The left shift operator SLg pushes ‘down’ through the circuit as (recall
∫
h
≡ 1
|G|
∑
h∈G)

C†(1⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)C = Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1 +
(
SLg ⊗ 1⊗ 1−Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1

) ∫
k

SRk ⊗Rk ⊗ SLk . (E19)

Proof. SLg moves through the CSR gate for free (as SLg , S
R
h commute), and pushes through the CSL gate as

(1⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)CSL =
∑
h∈G
|Γω(h)〉〈Γω(h)| ⊗ SLg (SLh )† ⊗ 1

=
∑
h∈G

χg(Γω(h))|Γω(h)〉〈Γω(h)| ⊗ (SLh )†SLg ⊗ 1

= CSL(Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)

(E20)

where in the first line we used SLg (SLh )† = λω(−h, g)(SLh )†SLg = χg(Γω(h))(SLh )†SLg . Now we pull Rg⊗SLg ⊗1 through
the CCR gate:

(Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)CCR = CCR
(∑
h∈G

R†g|Γω(−h)〉〈Γω(−h)| ⊗ 1⊗ |Γω(h)〉〈Γω(h)|

+
∑

h6=h′∈G
|Γω(−h)〉〈Γω(−h)| ⊗ 1⊗ |Γω(h′)〉〈Γω(h′)|

)
(Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)

(E21)

where we similarly used SLg R
†
h = χg(Γω(h))R†hS

L
g . The second gate on the RHS has the structure of a controlled-R†g

gate acting on the first ⊗ factor, with the third ⊗ factor acting as the control. To simplify this, we use

|g〉〈g| =
∫
h

Rhχ
∗
h(g) =⇒ |Γω(g)〉〈Γω(g)| =

∫
h

Rhλ
∗
ω(h, g), (E22)

which allows us to replace the double control gate with a sum over Rh operators. This then lets us write the expression
in parenthesis on the RHS of the above equation as

|G|
∫
h,h′

(δh,h′(R
†
g − 1) + 1)|Γω(−h)〉〈Γω(−h)| ⊗ 1⊗ |Γω(h′)〉〈Γω(h′)|

= |G|2
∫
h,h′,k,k′

λω(k, h)λω(k′,−h′)((R†g − 1)δh,h′ + 1)(Rk ⊗ 1⊗Rk′)

=

∫
k

Rk(R†g − 1)⊗ 1⊗Rk + 1⊗3.

(E23)
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While it is not completely obvious in this presentation, the RHS is indeed unitary as required.
Pushing 1⊗SLg ⊗1 through the control gates in C thus generates the operator (

∫
k
(R†g−1)Rk⊗1⊗Rk +1⊗3)(Rg⊗

SLg ⊗ 1). Now we push these terms through the ring of six MPS tensors in C. This can be done by noting that

Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1 pushes through the ring unchanged, R†g ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 pushes through to SR−g ⊗ SL−g ⊗ 1, while Rk ⊗ 1 ⊗ Rk
pushes through to a 3-site k string operator:

Rk ⊗ 1⊗Rk → SRk ⊗Rk ⊗ SLk . (E24)

Therefore as claimed,

C†(1⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)C = Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1 +
(
SLg ⊗ 1⊗ 1−Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1

) ∫
k

SRk ⊗Rk ⊗ SLk , (E25)

where we used SR−gRg ⊗ SL−gSLg = SLg ς
∗
g ⊗ ς−g1 = SLg ⊗ 1. This expression may also be written more explicitly as

C†(1⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)C = Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1(1− 1/|G|) +
1

|G|S
L
g ⊗ 1⊗ 1 +

1

|G|Rg ⊗Rg ⊗ S
L
g

+
1

|G| (S
L
g ⊗ 1⊗ 1−Rg ⊗ SLg ⊗ 1)

∑
G3k 6=e,g

SLk ⊗Rk ⊗ SLk −
1

|G|RgS
R
g ⊗ SLg Rg ⊗ SLg

(E26)

The point of this rather messy expression is to show that SLg pushes through the RG circuit to become a renormalized

operator which still carries the same irrep under the adjoint G-action as SLg itself (an analogous calculation for SRg
shows that it pushes through to something where the ‘net’ shift is by SRg for all terms). Note furthermore that this
symmetry-property means that all of the terms on the RHS of (E19) mutually commute with each other; this can be
easily demonstrated explicitly using the commutation relations (C32) and (C25). Finally, note that upon iterating
this map d times, the number of terms appearing in the resulting linear combination is doubly-exponential in d — but
due to the symmetry, all such terms transform under the adjoint action in the same way that SLg itself does.

Appendix F: Convergence of the RG circuits

In this section we will discuss the convergence of our circuits when run on a generic state |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω. We will
first prove that the error correction procedure always succeeds in the limit of large circuit layer depth d, so that the
error correction threshold can be identified exactly with the SPT phase boundary (up to a set of measure zero where
fine-tuned degeneracies prevent convergence). A subsequent section contains a numerical study of the convergence for
a few types of random error models. In the final section, we show that the circuit does not ‘over-correct’ and produce
false-positives.

A note on notation: in this section, we will write Qω(ρ) for the action of the RG circuit on the density matrix ρ
followed by a tracing out of the ancilla degrees of freedom:

Qω(ρ) = Tran[QωρQ†ω]. (F1)

1. Analytic arguments: convergence of majority vote

Recall that |ψω〉 can always be written as

|ψω〉 =
∑
g

CgRg|Ψω〉, (F2)

where
∑

g |Cg|2 = 1. 5. As usual, for convenience we will let |ψω〉 be defined on a chain of length L = 3l. Let |Ψ(d)
ω 〉

denote the canonical representative of SPTω defined on a chain of length 3l−d.

5 Note that on a closed ring, the normalization condition is actually∑
g,g′

∑
h∈G

δg,g′+hC
∗
gCg′ = 1, (F3)

where g′+h means adding h to each component of g′. This is just
because the global symmetry operator stabilizes |Ψω〉. However,

we can wolog assume that no two Cg differ by a constant factor
of h on every site, since Cg and Cg+h act identically on |Ψω〉.
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Proposition 7. After d applications of Qω on the initial state |ψω〉〈ψω|, the probability pd(g) that a given error Rg

acts on the state Qdω(|ψω〉〈ψω|) is

pd(g) = 〈Ψ(d)
ω |R†gQdω(|ψω〉〈ψω|)Rg|Ψ(d)

ω 〉 =
∑

h∈GL
δ(majd(h)− g)|Ch|2. (F4)

Proof. d applications of Qω on |ψω〉〈ψω| produce the state

Qdω(|ψω〉〈ψω|) =
∑

h,h′∈GL
ChC

∗
h′Rmajd(h)|Ψ(d)

ω 〉〈Ψ(d)
ω |R†majd(h′)

Tr[|Md(h)〉〈Md(h
′)|] (F5)

where |Md(h)〉 are the measurement outcomes generated by d layers of the circuit. The probability pd(g) of getting

an error is then found by taking the overlap with the state Rg|Ψ(d)
ω 〉, giving by way of (C17)

pd(g) =
∑

h,h′∈GL
ChC

∗
h′〈Ψ(d)

ω |Rmajd(h)−g|Ψ(d)
ω 〉〈Ψ(d)

ω |R†majd(h′)−g|Ψ
(d)
ω 〉δMd(h)M ,Md(h′)M

=
∑

h,h′∈GL
ChC

∗
h′δMd(h),Md(h′)δg,majd(h)δmajd(h),majd(h′)

=
∑

h∈GL :majd(h)=g

|Ch|2,

(F6)

which is positive and satisfies
∑

g∈GL/3d pd(g) = 1.

The probability distribution of errors thus flows under application of the RG circuit according to recursive majority
voting. To understand this flow, we need to know a bit more about the initial distribution p0(g) = |Cg|2.

First, we will assume that p0(g) is translation-invariant, meaning that e.g. the single-site marginal probability
p0(gi) of finding a g error on site i is independent of i. This assumption is made purely for simplicity of presentation,
and is not essential. Second, since Cg can be identified with the MPO of Rg operators that relates |Ψω〉 to |ψω〉, p0(g)
will have a finite correlation length ξ. Letting

pd(gi1 , . . . , gin) =
∑

{gj} :j 6∈{i1,...,in}
pd(g) (F7)

denote the n-site marginals of pd(g), this means that p0(gi, gj) ≈ p0(gi)p0(gj) when |i − j| > ξ. In fact in the
approximation where |ψω〉 is obtained from |Ψω〉 from a constant-depth local (as opposed to quasilocal) circuit —
which is good enough for our purposes — p0(gi, gj) exactly factorizes for all |i− j| > ξ, by causality.

Finally, we will assume that p0(g) is generic, meaning that there are no accidental degeneracies among the single-site
marginals p0(g). More specifically, we will assume that for all g 6= h, |p0(g) − p0(h)| is nonzero and independent of
system size (e.g. does not vanish as 1/L). Situations where this assumption fails are measure zero in the space of
possible probability distributions generated by the circuits relating |ψω〉 to |Ψω〉, and hence will be ignored.

Our goal in the following is to prove the following claim, which ensures Qd→∞ω (|ψω〉〈ψω|) = |Ψω〉〈Ψω|, ∀ |ψω〉 ∈
SPTω, so that the RG flow converges on the correct reference state:

Claim 1 (convergence of majority vote). For a generic translation-invariant starting probability distribution p0(g)
with finite correlation length, the sequence of distributions {pd(g)} converges as d → ∞ to the product distribution
pd→∞(g) =

∏
i δgi,g∗ , for some fixed g∗ ∈ G.

Claim 1 follows easily if one makes an additional (reasonable) assumption about the initial distribution of errors.

Definition 9 (dominance property). For a probability distribution p(g), let g1 be the element for which the single-
site marginal probability p(g) is maximized; p(g) ≤ p(g1) ∀ g ∈ G. Let p(g, h, k) = p(gi, hi+1, ki+2) denote the 3-site
marginal probability, for arbitrary i. The distribution p(g) is said to be dominant if for all G 3 g 6= g1,∑

h∈G
(p(g1, h, g1)− p(h, g1, h)) >

∑
h∈G

(p(g, h, g)− p(h, g, h)). (F8)

This property essentially means that if the single-site marginals p(g) are maximized on g1, then for two strings g
with the same number of domain walls (occurrences of adjacent non-identical group elements in g), the one with more
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occurrences of g1 is the one with the higher probability. To see this, we note that the difference between the LHS and
RHS of (F8) can be written as∑

h∈G
[(p(g1, h, g1)− p(g, h, g))− (p(h, g1, h)− p(h, g, h))] = 2(p(g1, g, g1)− p(g, g1, g))

+
∑

G3h 6=g1,g
[(p(g1, h, g1)− p(g, h, g))− (p(h, g1, h)− p(h, g, h))].

(F9)

We expect the RHS of (F9) to be positive for distributions associated with ground states of all ‘reasonable’ Hamilto-
nians. Indeed, the first term proportional to p(g1, g, g1)− p(g, g1, g) will be positive if for two configurations with the
same number of domain walls, the one with more instances of g1 has higher probability. If this property holds, the
differences d1(h) = p(g1, h, g1)− p(g, h, g), d2(h) = p(h, g1, h)− p(h, g, h) for h 6= g1, g will also be positive. The RHS
of (F9) will then be positive if d1(h) > d2(h), which is reasonable since more instances of g1s appear in d1(h).

To see why distributions which are dominant converge as in claim 1, we note that under majority vote, the single-site
marginals at layer d+ 1 are obtained from the single- and three-site marginals at layer d as

pd+1(g) =
∑
h∈G

pd(g, h, g) +
∑
h,k∈G

p(h, g, k)−
∑
h∈G

p(h, g, h)

= pd(g) +
∑
h∈G

(pd(h, g, h)− pd(g, h, g)).
(F10)

Let {ga}, a = 1, . . . , |G| be an ordering of the elements of G sorted by decreasing probability, so that a ≤ b =⇒
pd(ga) ≥ pd(gb). Define the gap

δd ≡ pd(g1)− pd(g2) (F11)

to be the difference in probabilities between the most likely and second-most likely group elements. The gap then
evolves under maj as

δd+1 − δd =
∑
h∈G

[(pd(h, g1, h)− pd(g1, h, g1))− (pd(h, g2, h)− pd(g2, h, g2))]. (F12)

If pd(g) obeys the dominance property, the gap clearly monotonically increases with d. A generic initial distribution
satisfying the dominance property thus flows until the gap reaches the maximal size of δd→∞ = 1, implying that all
of the probability is concentrated on a single group element, and that the RG flow converges.

We have to work a bit harder when the initial distribution is not dominant, because in this case δd needn’t be
monotonically increasing with d. Indeed, it is possible to construct examples in which δd changes nonmonotonically.
These examples are rather contrived, but do not appear to be measure-zero in the space of distributions. We refer to
this phenomenon as Gerrymandering, for obvious reasons:

Definition 10. A series of distributions pd(g), d ∈ N related by recursive majority voting is said to Gerrymander if
there is some d∗ for which the single-site marginal pd>d∗(g) attains its maximum on g>, while pd≤d∗(g) attains its
maximum on g< 6= g>.

Any Gerrymandering distribution cannot be dominant, and as we will see shortly, can also not be iid. It is however
possible to construct translation-invariant Gerrymandered distributions using inter-site correlations. For example, we
may construct a distribution whose initial 3-site marginals are

p0(g, h, k) = (1− (δh,g∗δk,g∗ + δk,g∗δg,g∗ + δh,g∗δg,g∗) + 2δh,g∗δk,g∗δg,g∗)

(
α
δg∗∈{g,h,k}
3(|G| − 1)2

+ (1− α)
1− δg∈{g,h,k}

(|G| − 1)3

)
,

(F13)
where 0 < α < 1 and δa∈{g,h,k} is unity if a ∈ {g, h, k}, and zero else. The first factor in (F13) is to ensure that
no two g∗s occur within a distance of 3 from one another in a way consistent with translation invariance, implying
p1(g∗) = 0. However, by increasing the value of α one can arrange for p0(g) to be maximized at g∗ as long as |G| > 2
(α < 1 is needed for translation invariance, which is spontaneously broken at α = 1). This phenomenon is robust
with respect to relaxing the hard-core constraint on the distribution of g∗s, and thus we expect Gerrymandering to
occupy a set of nonzero measure in parameter space.

We now argue that a general distribution (even if it Gerrymanders) will still converge in the manner of claim
1. We argue in two stages: first, we prove that if pd(g) is iid for some d, meaning that pd(g) =

∏
i pd(gi), then

pd→∞(g) converges in the way claimed. Secondly, we argue that for a generic initial distribution p0(g), pd(g) can be
well-approximated as iid for all d sufficiently greater than log3(ξ).
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Proposition 8. Let p0(g) be iid, with gap δ0. For any ε > 0, there exists a dε such that

δdε > 1− ε, (F14)

so that dε sets the scale when pd(g) is ε close to its d → ∞ limiting value. The scale dε is approximately upper
bounded by

dε ≤ ln(1/ε) + |G| ln(1/δ0). (F15)

Proof. We give a rather lowbrow proof that doesn’t make use of any information-theoretic properties of the flow of
pd. From (F12), in the iid case we have

δd+1−δd = pd(g1)2−pd(g2)2−δd
∑
h∈G

pd(h)2 = δd

2pd(g1)(1 + δd − pd(g1))− δd(1 + δd)−
∑

G3h6=g1,g2
pd(h)2

 . (F16)

Note that the RHS is bounded as

pd(g1)2 − pd(g2)2 − δd
∑
h∈G

pd(h)2 ≥ δdpd(g2) ≥ 0, (F17)

so that the gap grows monotonically with d (with δd+1 − δd > 0 as long as pd(g2) > 0 and δd > 0); the iid case thus
satisfies the above dominance condition, and is guaranteed to converge when d→∞.

Now we estimate the convergence time. For a fixed δd, the difference δd+1 − δd is readily checked to be minimized
on the distribution where all pd(h 6= g1) are identical:

pd(g1) =
1− δd
|G| + δd, pd(h 6= g1) =

1− δd
|G| , (F18)

with the form of this distribution being preserved under maj. This is also the distribution which minimizes pd(g1)
for fixed δd. While (F18) contains non-generic degeneracies among the pd(h 6= g1), we can consequently use it to
upper-bound the time needed for convergence to be achieved for a fixed starting δ0. Inserting this distribution on the
RHS of (F16),

δd+1 − δd
δd

=
(1− δd)(1 + δd(|G| − 1))

|G| . (F19)

Given an initially small gap of δ0, we may write the above for small d as the differential equation δ̇d ≈ δd/|G|.
Therefore from an initial small value, δd will grow to be of order 1 by the scale

d1 ≈ |G| ln
1

δ0
. (F20)

After the flow reaches d1, we may expand in small ηd ≡ 1− δd. In terms of ηd, we have

ηd+1 − ηd = −ηd(1− ηd)
(

(1− ηd)−
ηd

|G| − 1

)
= −ηd +O(η2

d), (F21)

and so after reaching d1, we will reach the scale d2 at which δd > 1−ε for d2 ≈ d1 +ln 1/ε. Therefore up to constants,
we approach the limiting distribution within a distance ε after d2 steps, with

d2 = |G| ln 1

δ0
+ ln

1

ε
. (F22)

Since the above analysis was performed in the worst case, where the flow to δd > 1 − ε was as slow as possible, the
scale dε is upper bounded in the way claimed.

We now need to argue the following:
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g h

ξ3d 3d

g h

FIG. 8. An illustration of why pd(g, h) approximately factors as pd(g)pd(h) when d� log3(ξ). Each blue triangle represents a
maj tree of depth d. The input variables g,h (satisfying majd(g) = g,majd(h) = h, |g| = |h| = 3d) are only correlated over the
scale ξ; thus the only correlations between g and h arise from the variables within the indicated region of width ξ. Since the
variables wihin this region have a vanishingly small influence on the outcomes of majd(g),majd(h) in the limit ξ � 3d, pd(g, h)
approximately factorizes.

Proposition 9. Let p0(g) be a generic distribution with finite correlation length ξ. Then for d � log3(ξ), pd(g) is
approximately iid. That is, for any string gn of length n ∼ O(1) 6, the marginal probabilities factor as

pd(gn) =
∏
g∈gn

pd(g) + · · · , (F23)

where the · · · are terms exponentially suppressed in d/ log3(ξ).

Proof. As summarized in Figure 8, this is a very reasonable statement. Consider for simplicity the 2-site marginal
probability pd(g, h) (more complicated marginals are treated in a similar way). For large d, pd(g) is determined by
the distribution p0(gd), where gd has length |gd| = 3d and runs over variables in the maj tree of depth d that outputs
g. Since p0(gd) is correlated only over the scale ξ, when 3d � ξ the variables at the bases of two adjancent depth-d
maj trees contributing to pd(g, h) will recieve correlations only from a region of size ξ located where the bases of the
two trees touch. Since the variables in this region have almost no influence on the outcomes of the two majority trees,
pd(g, h) consequently nearly factorizes (see Fig. 8).

Now we try to make this inuitive argument more rigorous. As mentioned above, we can without loss of generality
take correlations in the initial distribution p0(g) to be exactly vanishing on scales greater than ξ. This consequently
implies that as soon as 3d > ξ, the correlations in pd(g) are purely nearest-neighbor, implying e.g.

d > log3(ξ) =⇒
∑
h∈G

pd(g, h, k) = pd(g)pd(k). (F24)

Let dξ = dlog3(ξ)e and define l ≡ d− dξ. Then

pd(g, h) =
∑

g,h∈G3l

pdξ(g,h)δmajl(g),gδmajl(h),h. (F25)

Because of (F24), pd(g, h) would factorize exactly if we were able to perform an unrestricted sum on the element g3l ,
which is located at the boundary between the bases of the two depth-l maj trees leading to g and h. The thing which
prevents us from doing so is of course the factor of δmajl(g),g. However, when 3l � ξ, we expect the outcome of the

majority vote majl(g) to be largely insensitive to the exact value of g3l : in the vast majority of cases, the value of the
element g3l will not by itself be able to sway the outcome of the majority vote. We thus claim that

pdξ+l(g, h) = pdξ+l(g)pdξ+l(h) + · · · , (F26)

6 We specialize to such strings rather looking at the individual
probabilities for g with |g| = L, since for the latter case the

accumulated error will depend on L, and hence not be small.
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where · · · is exponentially small in l.
We can quantify this expectation by computing the conditional entropy H(majl(g)|g1, . . . , g3l−1). This entropy

vanishes if majl(g) can be determined from g1, . . . , g3l−1 alone, without the need to know the value of the remaining

element g3l . In general H(majl(g)|g1, . . . , g3l−1) is nonzero, but is nevertheless exponentially small in l. Indeed, given

a scheme for predicting majl(g) from g1, . . . , g3l−1, we can bound H(majl(g)|g1, . . . , g3l−1) using Fano’s inequality as

H(majl(g)|g1, . . . , g3l−1) ≤ H(pe) + pe ln(|G| − 1), (F27)

where pe is the probability of our prediction scheme giving the wrong answer, and H(x) = −x lnx− (1− x) ln(1− x)
is the binary Shannon entropy.

Given g1, . . . , g3l−1, we can exactly determine the values of all nodes in the ternary tree computing majl except for
those on the tree’s rightmost flank. For example, when l = 2 we can determine all of the nodes of the following tree,
except those marked in yellow:

maj2(g)

g1 g9
· · ·

(F28)

One estimate for majl(g) given g1, . . . , g3l−1 is to assume that the result of the majority vote on the last three elements
g3l−2, g3l−1, g3l is just the central element g3l−1 (since the central element wins in the case of ties), and to then assign
the remaining nodes of the majority tree according to this choice. In order for this estimate to be in error, the choice
of g3l must be able to change the outcomes of every majority vote occuring on the right flank of the maj tree (the
yellow nodes in the above figure). Since the probability of changing each of these majority votes is less than 1, the
error probability pe will accordingly be exponentially small in l.

More precisely, in order for this estimate to be incorrect, we first need that g3l−2 = g3l 6= g3l−1, so that the value
of the ‘deepest’ majority vote on the right flank of the maj tree, viz. maj(g3l−2, g3l−1, g3l), disagrees with our guess
of g3l−1. The probability of this disagreement happening is less than 1 unless pdξ(g, h, k) ∝ δg,k for all g, h, k —
but this is impossible, as summing over h would produce pdξ(g)pdξ(k) ∝ δg,k, which can be true only if pdξ(g) 6= 0
only for a single g (in which case maj has already converged). A similar argument applies for each node along the
right flank of the majority tree, where the probability of an error occuring given a change in the rightmost member
of a maj vote is strictly less than 1, unless maj has already converged. Thus pe is a product of l numbers less than
1, and consequently is exponentially small in l (unfortunately explicitly calculating pe in terms of pdξ(g) is rather

complicated). By Fano’s inequality this implies that H(majl(g)|g1, . . . , g3l−1) is also exponentially small in l, meaning
that performing an unrestricted sum over g3l in (F25) can be done while incurring only an exponentially small error.
This then implies (F26).

2. Numerical tests of convergence

The numerical results in Figure 5 were obtained by running our RG circuit on the ground states obtained from the
simple family of Hamiltonians given by (13). For this class of Hamiltonians, the initial distribution of errors p0(g)
can be determined straightforwardly within perturbation theory. The density of errors for these models is low except
when one is close to the boundary of SPTω, and thus we expect (and indeed observe) our circuit to converge rather
rapidly in most of parameter space.

One simple way of making the circuit’s life more difficult (with the aim of performing a more stringent test of the
convergence of our RG flow) is to act on a given input ground state with a depth-1 circuit that performs a symmetric
rotation at each site, as was done in the main text near (14). For the case of the Z2 version of the perturbed cluster
state model (13), this can be done simply by acting with the unitary

⊗
i(cos θ + Zi sin θ) (where in keeping with the

previous appendicies, we are working in a basis where the symmetry is generated by Zj operators on each site). Fig.
9 shows how our RG circuit performs on ground states drawn from a particular cut in the parameter space of the
Hamiltonian (13), and Fig. 10 shows how the performance is altered when acting on the same ground states with the
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FIG. 9. String order parameters measured at different depths d of an RG circuit acting on the ground states of a family of Z2

deformed cluster state Hamiltonians (13). Grey triangles denote the correlation length.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, except with the wavefunction incurring an additional error (symmetry action) on each site with
probability sin2(25◦) (note the different scale on the y-axis).

above unitary. In the latter case the signals from the string operators are suppressed, but the pattern of convergence
with increasing circuit depth is similar.

To test the flow induced by the majority voting process more explicitly, we can examine the flow of error probability
distributions p0(g) drawn from various ensembles not directly tied to the ground states of any simple family of
Hamiltonians. Continuing to specify to the case of Z2

2 SPT phases, as one example we can consider the error
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FIG. 11. Convergence of the flow induced by our RG circuit for two different random error models. Here δd, the average gap
between the most likely and second most likely single-site marginals, is plotted as a function of the depth d; the flow converges
when δd → 1. In the blue curves, the errors are sampled from random MPS wavefunctions with bond dimensions χ = 2, 4,
while in the blue curves they are sampled using the error model of (F30) with k = 2, 3.

distribution associated with the consistant depth symmetric circuit

Uθ =
⊗
i

k∏
a=1

exp

iθa i+k⊗
j=i

Zj

 , (F29)

where the θa are iid random variables drawn from some distribution on [0, 2π). This yields the error distribution

pe(g) = E
{θa}

[
〈+|U†θ

L⊗
i=1

(
1 + (−1)giXi

2

)
Uθ|+〉

]
, (F30)

where |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)⊗L. As another example, we can take the error probabilities to be generated by sampling from
a random MPS (thereby encorporating a small amount of spatial correlation into the error distribution); in this case

pe(g) = 〈φχ|Πg|φχ〉, (F31)

where |φχ〉 is a translation-invariant MPS wavefunction constructed from a random MPS tensor of fixed bond dimen-
sion χ.

In Fig. 11 we numerically illustrate the convergence of the majority voting process under these two error models for
errors applied to a system of size L = 37 = 2187. Let δ̄d be the average gap at layer d between the two largest values
of the single-site marginals pd(g), as in (F11). We consider ranges k = 2, 3 and bond dimensions χ = 2, 4, obtaining
the evolution of δd shown in the figure. The error model derived from the circuit Uθ with k = 3 displays the smallest
expected gap δd, but still shows a clear trend towards convergence with increasing d.

3. No false positives

We now show that Qω does not produce false positives, i.e. that for ν 6= ω, Qω does not mistakenly converge
to |Ψω〉 if given |ψν〉 as input. That this holds can in fact be argued on general grounds using the results of [37],
wherein it was shown that any quantum channel whose Kraus operators commute with the symmetry action cannot
map |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω to |ψν〉 ∈ SPTν if ω 6= ν. Qω enjoys precisely this symmetry-property: from (E15) we see that
(1⊗Rg ⊗ 1)C = CR⊗3

g , implying that the symmetry pushes through Qω to operate on just the renormalized legs:

Qω[(R†g)
⊗3lρR⊗3l

g ] = (R†g)
⊗3l−1Qω(ρ)R⊗3l−1

g (F32)
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for any density matrix ρ. This then implies that exactly the desired condition is satisfied by the Kraus operators of
Qω, so that the claim follows.

Appendix G: Identifying spontaneous symmetry breaking with RG circuits

In this appendix we briefly discuss how to construct an RG circuit which recognizes phases with and without
spontaneous symmetry breaking of an internal finite Abelian symmetry G. As with the SPT case, the RG circuit has
the merit of being able to reduce the sample complexity of phase recognition near the critical point, and provides a
direct link between error correction and RG flow.

The construction parallels that of the architecture used for recognizing SPT phases, but as there exists a standard
local order parameter for diagnosing symmetry breaking the construction is much simpler (see [6, 68]). As in the rest
of the paper, the setting will be on a 1d chain of length L.

Define the linear symmetry and shift operators as

Rg ≡
∑
h∈G

χg(h)|h〉〈h|, Sg ≡
∑
h∈G
|g + h〉〈h|, (G1)

which obey RgSh = χg(h)ShRg. We will take the global symmetry to be generated by the operators S⊗Lg
7. By

character orthogonality, any operator can be expanded in terms of the Rg and Sh; the proof is analogous to that of
(D2). While we will not specify a particular Hamiltonian, for concreteness one could simply take a G-generalization
of the standard Ising model, e.g.

H = −
∑
i

∑
g∈G

(R−g,i ⊗Rg,i+1 + λSg,i) (G2)

where the real constant λ tunes between the symmetric and SSB phases.
Denote the symmetric phase by PARA, and let SSB denote the phase where G is spontaneously broken. We take

SSB to be a direct sum over all superslection sectors, including states where Rg has all nonzero expectation values.
Our goal will be to construct a circuit Qω for classifying whether a given wavefunction is in PARA, or in SSB. The
reason for defining SSB as a union over all superselection sectors is that we will not require Qω to correctly reproduce
the superselection sector a given |ψ〉 ∈ SSB belongs to. This is because as in our analysis of SPT phases, we define
phases by equivalence classes of wavefunctions under symmetric local constant-depth circuits, which can permute
between superselection sectors (consider the depth-1 symmetric local circuit S⊗Lg , for example).

Consider a wavefunction |ψ〉 drawn from SSB. |ψ〉 can be obtained from the product state |0〉 ≡ |0〉⊗L by a
constant-depth symmetric circuit built from combinations of Sh,i and Rh,i ⊗ R−h,j operators, with bounded |i − j|.
Since the Rh operators act as c-numbers on |0〉, they can effectively be ignored, and we may write

|ψ〉 =
∑
g

Cg|g〉. (G3)

where the complex coefficients Cg satisfy
∑

g |Cg|2 = 1 and produce a wavefunction with a finite correlation length.

We now construct a circuit which performs RG on |ψ〉 simply by implementing majority vote on the strings g. The
convolution module CSSB that we use for this purpose is built out of controlled shift gates CS±, CCS±, defined as
the G-generalizations of CNOT and Toffoli gates:

CS± ≡
∑
g,h∈G

|g〉〈g| ⊗ |h± g〉〈h|,

CCS± ≡
∑
g,h∈G

|g〉〈g| ⊗ |g〉〈g| ⊗ |h± g〉〈h|.
(G4)

Majority voting on G can be acommplished using the choice of CSSB shown in figure 12, which consists of a pair of
CS− gates controlled by the central ‘renormalized’ leg, and a single CCS+ gate controlled by the two measurement
legs. It is straightforward to check that

CSSB(|g〉 ⊗ |h〉 ⊗ |k〉) = |g − h〉 ⊗ |maj(g, h, k)〉 ⊗ |k − h〉. (G5)

7 In our discussion of SPT phases we worked in a basis where
the symmetry generators were diagonal, since in that case we
were only interested in symmetric phases. Here we are focused

on phases with SSB, and taking the symmetry generators to be
off-diagonal is more natural.
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FIG. 12. Coarse-graining layer used for performing RG to identify the symmetry breaking phase of a theory with an Abelian
symmetry group G. g, h, k ∈ G, and the ± signs denote the type of controlled shift gate applied (CS± or CCS±; in the case
G = Z2 these are just CNOT and CCNOT). The left (right) measurement leg is left in a state which keeps track of the presence
of a domain wall between the first and second (second and third) input legs, and the renormalized leg becomes the majority of
the inputs.

The values of the measurement legs thus keep track of domain walls between the left / right and central tensor factors,
while the value of the renormalized leg is determined by majority vote. Constructing a circuit Qω from CSSB in the
same way as in the main text, we see that Qω will converge to a reference product state |g〉⊗L for some g ∈ G as long
as the recursive majority vote converges, which it will in the absence of fine tuning, as argued previously. Note that
the value of g which it converges to may not correpond to the superselection sector in which |ψ〉 lies, as made clear
by the Gerrymandering example of (F13). This however is enough for our purposes.

Finally, consider the case when |ψ〉 is drawn from PARA. |ψ〉 can then be constructed by applying operators of the
form Rg,i ⊗R−g,j to the reference state |+〉⊗L, where |+〉 = 1√

|G|
∑
g∈G |g〉. We claim that the RG circuit will never

incorrectly classify |ψ〉 as being in SSB, and that the distribution of group elements measured will remain uniformly
random at all circuit depths. As in the SPT case, this follows from a symmetry argument. It is easy to check that
CSSB commutes with the symmetry group, in that

CSSB(Sg ⊗ Sg ⊗ Sg) = (1⊗ Sg ⊗ 1)CSSB . (G6)

Consider then the expectation value of Rg on an arbitrary site at some depth d of the circuit. We have

Tr[RgQdω(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] = χ∗g(h)Tr[(S†h)⊗L/3
d

RgS
⊗L/3d
h Qdω(|ψ〉〈ψ|)]

= χ∗g(h)Tr[RgQdω((S†h)⊗L|ψ〉〈ψ|S⊗Lh )]

= χ∗g(h)Tr[RgQdω(|ψ〉〈ψ|)]
(G7)

since |ψ〉 ∈ PARA is symmetric. Since this holds for any g, h, the LHS must vanish for all d.

Appendix H: Error correction with measurements and classical post-processing

We have seen that the RG circuit essentially performs a classical error correction procedure on an input wavefunction
|ψω〉 ∈ SPTω. One is naturally then led to ask: to what extent is the full RG circuit architecture actually needed for
phase identification? As demonstrated above, the whole implementation of the RG circuit circuit can be effectively
replaced by the direct measurement of the multiscale string order parameters, at least as far as phase identification is
concerned. However, the multiscale string operator is rather complicated, and contains a very large number of terms.
Is there an easier way out, which lets a collection of simple local measurements bypass the work done by the RG
circuit? In particular, given that the job of the circuit is to perform a classical error correction of the local symmetry
actions, can it simply be replaced by a simpler one-shot measurement of the local errors, together with classical data
post-processing? In this appendix we argue that the answer to this question is likely no.

For the purposes of this discussion it will help to introduce the disentangling operators

Dω ≡
∑

g∈G2L

Tr

[
L∏
i=1

(Ag2iω )∗(Ag2i+1
ω )T

]
L⊗
j=1

|g2j〉〈g2j+1| = T T . (H1)
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The disentangler Dω gets its name from the fact that it converts |Ψω〉 to the product state |Ψ0〉 = |0〉⊗L and vice-versa:

Dω|Ψω〉 = |Ψ0〉, (H2)

as can easily be checked using the perfect tensor condition (C10).
The utility of Dω is that given |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω, it lets us easily sample from the distribution of errors acting on |ψω〉.

As before, let the error amplitudes of |ψω〉 be Cg. Using (C8) and (E6), we obtain

Dω|ψω〉 =
∑

g∈GL
Cg

L⊗
i=1

|Γω(gi+1 − gi)〉. (H3)

Applying Dω and then measuring in the Rg basis thus lets us directly sample the probability distribution of errors.
Indeed, consider the distribution pωe (g), defined by

pωe (g) = 〈ψω|D†ωΠgDω|ψω〉, (H4)

with the projector

Πg ≡
L⊗
i=1

∫
h∈G

χ∗h(gi)Rh,i. (H5)

As argued above, at a generic point in SPTω, the recursive majority function maj applied to samples obtained from
the distribution pωe (g) will converge to a fixed point where pωe (g) has support on only a single group element g∗.
Furthermore, the convergence scale obtained in this way will agree with the convergence scale of the actual RG
circuit. Thus measurements and classical data processing suffice to determine how ‘far’ |ψω〉 is from |Ψω〉, given the
promise that |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω.

However, if one is not promised that |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω, the full architecture of the RG circuit cannot simply be replaced

by the depth-1 disentangling circuit Dω, together with the classical data processing required to compute majd(pωe (g)).
To see this, define the distributions

pω,νe (g) = 〈ψν |D†ωΠgDω|ψν〉, (H6)

where ψν ∈ SPTν (with ν = 0 being the trivial paramagnetic phase). In order for the phase identification ability
of the circuit to be replaced by the action of Dω together with classical data processing, we require that if ν 6= ω,
then majd does not converge when acting on samples obtained from pω,νe (g). That is, for ω 6= ν, we require that the
marginal distribution pω,νe (g) be uniformly random on G. This is however not generically true, as we now argue.

Consider first the case where the input wavefunction is the product state |Ψ0〉 (we will see in a moment that this
case is special). Since Dω|Ψ0〉 = |Ψω〉, the marginal probability for a single-site error is

pω,0e (g) = 〈Ψ0|D†ωΠgDω|Ψ0〉 =

∫
h

χ∗h(g)〈Ψω|Rh|Ψω〉 = f̃(g), (H7)

where f̃(g) is the Fourier transform of f(g) = 〈Ψω|Rg|Ψω〉. For majd(pω,0e (g)) to generically fail to converge, pω,0e (g)
should be uniformly distributed on G. This is true only if f(g) ∝ δg,e, i.e. only if 〈Ψω|Rg|Ψω〉 ∝ δg,e. In the present
case this is indeed true, as can easily be checked using the injectivity of the canonical MPS tensor Aω and the fact
that Tr[Vg] =∝ δg,e.

However, while pω,0e (g) is uniformly random when |ψ0〉 = |Ψ0〉 is an exact product state, we claim that pω,0e (g) is
not generically be uniform throughout the paramagnetic phase SPT0. Indeed, since Rh commutes with the symmetry
action, there is no selection rule which generically enforces 〈ψ0|D†ωRgDω|ψ0〉 ∝ δg,e, and the expectation value will
generically be nonzero.

More precisely, consider a generic wavefunction |ψ0〉 ∈ SPT0. Since Rg,i acts trivially on |ψ0〉 for all i, g, |ψ0〉 may
be obtained from the trivial product state |Ψ0〉 through a circuit of the form

|ψ0〉 =
∑
i>j

∑
g∈G

Di−j(g)SLg,iS
R
g,j |Ψ0〉, (H8)

where we have without loss of generality chosen a basis of symmetric operators to be generated by the linear symmetry

generators (which act trivially on |Ψ0〉) and the shift operators S
L/R
g for the cohomology class ω. When we act on

this wavefunction with Dω, we obtain

Dω|ψ0〉 =
∑
g

D′gRg|Ψω〉, (H9)
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where the coefficients D′g are generically rather complicated functions of the Di−j(g) 8. The point here is that Dω|ψ0〉
is simply some generic wavefunction |ψ′ω〉 ∈ SPTω. Such a generic wavefunction will not be such that 〈ψ′ω|Rg|ψ′ω〉
vanishes for all g 6= e, since there is no symmetry reason for this to be so (that 〈ψ′ω|Rg|ψ′ω〉 6= 0 for all g 6= e generically
is also confirmed in our numerics).

Appendix I: Different G-representations

In this paper we have focused on the case in which G is represented in the regular representation (a direct sum of
each G irrep, with each irrep entering with multiplicity one) on a Hilbert space Hreg of dimension |G|:

Rg =
∑
h∈G

χg(h)|h〉〈h|. (I1)

Of course, a given physical system might be in some other representation rg of G other than the regular representation,
with the local Hilbert space Hr of dimension dimHr 6= |G|. A prominent example of such a situation is the Haldane
chain. Here a G = Z2

2 symmetry is represented on a spin-1 Hilbert space dimHrHald = 3 in a way which does not
include the trivial representation:

rHaldg =

χ(1,0)(g)
χ(0,1)(g)

χ(1,1)(g)

 , (I2)

with the elements (1, 0) and (0, 1) corresponding to π rotations about the x̂ and ŷ axes, respectively. In general, the
symmetry will be represented as

rg =
∑

h∈G:Nh>0

Nh∑
α=1

χh(g)|h, α〉〈h, α|, (I3)

where the degeneracies {Nh} are non-negative integers. One choice of (unnormalized) representative wavefunctions
|Ψr
ω〉 for an SPT in which G acts as (I3) is9

|Ψr
ω〉 =

∑
{gi}∈GL:Ngi>0 ∀ i

Tr[Ag1ω · · ·AgLω ]

L⊗
i=1

∑
αi=1,...,Ngi

|gi, αi〉, (I4)

which is uniform in degeneracy space and which otherwise is obtained simply by restricting the regular representation

reference state |ΨR
ω 〉 to those group elements such that Ng > 0 (in the case of the Haldane phase, |ΨrHald

ω 〉 is simply
the AKLT state). It is straightforward to check that the symmetry fractionalizes on |Ψr

ω〉 according to the cohomology
class ω. It is also the case that |Ψr

ω〉 is injective for all projectively faithful representations of G (the ones we care about
when doing quantum mechanics), as we prove below in proposition 10. Thus for each r, ω, |Ψr

ω〉 indeed constitutes an
allowed reference state.

From this starting point, and with the symmetry representation fixed to be rg, one approach would be to design
an RG circuit acting on the onsite Hilbert space Hr, which maps any input wavefunction in SPTω to the reference
state |Ψr

ω〉. While such a construction is likely possible, it would likely require developing an architecture distinct
from the architecture we developed for the regular representation, as the MPS tensors of |Ψr

ω〉 will not generically be
perfect tensors, and the set of G-symmetric local unitary operators will not generically be generated purely by the
set of string operators and local symmetry actions.

Because of these complications, and because in this work we are primarily interested in illustrating a proof of
principle, we will resort to a different approach. First, it is always possible to embed a model in which G is represented
as rg on a system with local Hilbert space Hr into a model defined on the local Hilbert space Hreg, on which G acts

as the regular representation. This embedding is achieved via a local symmetric isometry I =
⊗

i Ii, I
†
i Ii = 1i, where

the isometry at each site maps

Ii : Hr → H⊗(nr+1)
reg , nr = dlog|G|(max

g∈G
Ng)e. (I5)

8 In the case where the coefficients Di−j(g) are all 2-local, being
nonzero only when i = j + 1, we have simply D′g =

∏
iD1(gi).

9 We will continue to specify to maximally non-commutative ω
throughout this discussion.
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Note that for the case where all of the degeneracies Ng = 0, 1, we have nr = 0 and we can simply embed Hr into Hreg
through the obvious inclusion. The requirement that Ii be symmetric means

rg,iIi = IiR
⊗(nr+1)
g,i . (I6)

Intuitively, the action of a local symmetric isometry such as I preserves SPT phases, as the notion of an SPT phase
should be robust with respect to adding unentangled ancillae and coupling them to the system through symmetric

local unitaries. Therefore given a wavefunction SPTω 3 |ψrω〉 ∈ H⊗Lr , the embedded wavefunction I|ψrω〉 ∈ H⊗L(nr+1)
reg

is also in SPTω. This can be proved by looking at the projective representations obeyed by split symmetry operators
(which are left untouched by the isometry by virtue of (I6)), or by thinking about edge states: if the |G| different
edge states cannot be lifted by a symmetric local perturbation in H⊗Lr , they are also unable to be lifted by a similar

perturbation in the larger Hilbert space H⊗L(nr+1)
reg .

Since G is represented as the regular representation in the larger Hilbert space, we can then apply the already-
developed RG circuit for this case to flow the embedded wavefunction I|ψrω〉 to the canonical representative |Ψω〉 of
the regular representation. String operators can then be measured in |Ψω〉 before using I† to project back to the
original Hilbert space, and the expectation values of these string operators serve as a diagnostic of whether or not
the original wavefunction |ψrω〉 is indeed in SPTω. Thus in the present setting, the correct definition of the multiscale
string operators is

S̃(ω)
g = I†Q†ω(S(ω)

g ⊗ 1an)QωI. (I7)

Note however that in this case, we have only accomplished phase recognition by the direct measurement of the
multiscale string operators, and have not actually provided a unitary RG circuit which asymptotically maps any
|ψω〉 ∈ SPTω to |Ψω〉 ⊗ |φan〉 (conjugating Qω with I does not generically work, since I†QωI needn’t be unitary).
In actual hardware implementations measuring the multiscale string operators may be impractical, and ideally one
would still be able to construct a unitary circuit where each individual gate — rather than the entire circuit itself —
is able to be implemented on the particular microscopic Hilbert space one is provded with. We leave the best way of
getting around this issue as a question for the future.

We close this section with a proof of the proposition referenced above:

Proposition 10. One may always block sites together to form composite sites on which G is represented by

rblockg =
⊕
h∈G

χh(g)⊕Nh , (I8)

where the degeneracies Nh ≥ 1 for all h ∈ G.

For the maximally non-commutative factor sets we are concerned with in this appendix, the set of matrices Vg
generate the full matrix algebra of the virtual space, and thus the above proposition is equivalent to injectivity of the
reference states |Ψr

ω〉 given above.

Proof. Suppose that microscopically G acts on each site as

rg =
⊕
γ∈S

χγ(g), (I9)

where the γ run over some subset S of G. Since in quantum mechanics we mod out by overall phases, any element
g for which rg ∝ 1 is represented trivially. We will not allow this to occur, since in this case G is not represented
faithfully. Therefore we require that the {γ} be such that

χγ(g) = 1 ∀ γ =⇒ g = e. (I10)

We will call a representation obeying the above equation a ‘legit’ representation. As an example, for G = ZN a legit
representation is

rg = 1⊕ ζgN (I11)

where ζN = e2πi/N . For Z2
N , one requires at least three summands, with a legit representation being e.g.

rg = 1⊕ ζg1N ⊕ ζg2N . (I12)
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Note how we are always taking the first summand to be the trivial representation; this is done wolog because we can
always redefine rg by an overall g-dependent phase. This is what allows us to use 1 on the RHS of (I10).

Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the {γ}. We will first show that if rg is a legit representation, then H = G.
Indeed, suppose that H is a proper subgroup of G. We claim that this implies that rg is not a legit representation,
i.e. that there is some e 6= g∗ ∈ G for which rg∗ = 1. To show this we use the fact that for a subgroup H ⊂ G, every
irrep of H can be extended to an irrep of G in |G|/|H| different ways, so that in particular, there are |G|/|H| irreps
of G whose characters are trivial when restricted to H (as can be proved using e.g. Frobenius reciprocity). Thus if
H is a proper subgroup of G, we can find |G|/|H| > 1 different irreps of G whose characters are trivial on H. Since
each irrep of G is identified with a group element, there exist |G|/|H| choices of g∗ ∈ G such that χγ(g∗) = 1 for all
γ. Therefore rg does not generate a legit representation, as claimed.

Finally, suppose rg is a legit representation. Taking n tensor powers of rg gives

r⊗ng =
⊕

{γ1,...,γn}
χγ1+···+γn(g). (I13)

Since the {γ} must generate G, for large enough n (upper bounded by |G|), r⊗ng will contain χh(g) for all h ∈ G.
Thus as long as n is large enough, all of the degeneracies Nh can be made positive, as we wanted to show.

Appendix J: Sample complexity

In this section we describe how to estimate the sample complexity of phase recognition using the expectation values

of the multiscale string operators (MSOs) S(ω)
g defined in the main text. Given an SPT ground state wavefunction

|ψ〉, the sample complexity Mψ
δ is defined as the number of measurements of the MSOs in the state |ψ〉 needed to

conclude whether or not |ψ〉 is in the target phase SPTω of interest, given some tolerance for error δ.

The eigenvalues of any S(ω)
g are given by the phases χg(h), h ∈ G. This fact can be proven by demonstrating it

in the case where S(ω)
g = SRg ⊗ Rg ⊗ SLg is a ‘bare’ 3-site string operator (which can in turn be shown using the

graphical technology developed in previous appendices), and noting that the eigenvalues of S(ω)
g do not change under

conjugation by Qω. Since G is a finite group, for any g the character χg(h) will be a multiple of some primitive n-th

root of unity for all h, for some integer n (with n > 1 if g 6= e). We can thus select out the eigenspace of S(ω)
g spanned

by those eigenvectors with eigenvalue ζkn, k ∈ Zn (recall ζn ≡ e2πi/n) by forming the projector

Π
(ω,g)
k ≡ 1

n

∑
l∈Zn

ζkln (S(ω)
g )l. (J1)

If |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω is an RG fixed point, then |ψ〉 is an eigenstate of S(ω)
g with eigenvalue 1, and has support only on the

image of Π
(ω,g)
e . When |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω but |ψ〉 is not a fixed point, 〈ψ|S(ω)

g |ψ〉 will be some O(1) number which approaches
1 exponentially fast in the QCNN circuit depth, but which for small circuit depths and near phase boundaries can

still be rather small, giving nonzero weight to the Π
(ω,g)
k 6=e . On the other hand, if |ψ〉 6∈ SPTω, then by the selection

rules discussed earlier, 〈ψ|S(ω)
g;i→j |ψ〉 will vanish as e−|i−j|/ξ, meaning that the measurements of the Π

(ω,g)
k will be very

nearly uniformly distributed over all k. When doing numerics, this means that as soon as one sees a 〈ψ|S(ω)
g;i→j |ψ〉

whose value is above machine precision and not exponentially small in the limit where |i − j|/ξ � 1, one can be
confident that |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω. However in an experimental context there will always be some finite level of noise present
in the measurement process, mandating that a stronger signal be observed before one can be confident about phase
identification.

The criterion we will adopt is as follows. Define the binary random variable ξψ ∈ {0, 1} to be the outcome of

measuring the projector Π
(ω,g•)
e in the state |ψ〉, where g• is some fixed element of maximal order n in G. Let

p ≡ E[ξψ]. Assuming |ψ〉 ∈ SPTω, the sample complexity Mψ
δ is defined as the number of samples needed so that p is

separated from 1/n (which would be the expectation value of ξ if |ψ〉 6∈ SPTω) by δ times the standard deviation of
the emperical average of ξψ (in practice, one may be able to do slightly better by using a more sophisticated estimator

of the average [13]). That is, Mψ
δ is the minimum integer satisfying

p− δ
√
p(1− p)√
Mψ
δ

> 1/n. (J2)
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Thus

Mψ
δ = d δ

2p(1− p)
(p− 1/n)2

e. (J3)

In the setting of the Z3 × Z3 SPT considered in Fig. 5 of the main text, we take g• = (1, 0), so that n = 3 and

p =
1

3
(1 + 2S), S ≡ Re[〈ψ|S(ω)

g• |ψ〉], (J4)

giving

Mψ
δ = dδ2 (1 + 2S)(1− S)

2S2
e. (J5)

Note that Mψ
δ = 1 as S → 1 from below; in this case one is nearly at the fixed point |Ψω〉, which can be recognized

immediately. In the opposite limit of S → 0 the string operator contains no signal of the SPT order, and Mψ
1

accordingly diverges. The inset of Fig. 5 shows Mψ
3 for |ψ〉 the DMRG ground state close to the phase boundary,

illustrating the exponential improvement of the sample complexity with increasing depth d.

Appendix K: The case when ω is not MNC

In this appendix we explain how the technology used in the construction of our RG circuit can be generalized to
the case when the cohomology class ω in question is not maximally non-commutative (MNC). This allows us to give
a provable performance guarantee for identifying any SPT phase protected by an internal finite Abelian symmetry.

A summary of the material contained in this appendix is as follows. We begin in Sec. K 1 by discussing an alternate
way of formulating the tools (reference states, shift operators, etc.) used to construct the RG circuits Qω in the MNC
case, which will allow us to more easily generalize to non-MNC ω. In Sec. K 2 we extend this technology to general ω.
The main result of this section is to prove that for any SPT phase, the protecting symmetry G can always be factored
into a ‘MNC part’ and a ‘flavor’ part. The Hilbert space can similarly be factored as H = HMNC ⊗ Hflav, with G
acting projectively on HMNC and linearly on Hflav. The degrees of freeom in HMNC are the ones responsible for the
phase’s protected edge modes, while those in Hflav are in some sense trivial (in our reference states, the degrees of
freedom in Hflav are frozen out in a product state and unentangled with the rest of the system).

In Sec. K 3 we discuss how general wavefunctions |ψω〉 can be represented in terms of collections of ‘errors’ applied
to the reference states |Ψω〉 constructed in Sec. K 2. Some errors involve local actions of the symmetry that act only
on HMNC . These errors can be corrected using the same framework developed above for the case of MNC ω. Other
errors act only on Hflav; these errors are unimportant and can essentially simply be ignored. The main difficulty is
that there exist errors which involve a mixed action on HMNC and Hflav. From the perspective of either one of these
subsystems, these mixed errors look as though they break the symmetry; that they are in fact symmetric is only seen
when both subsystems are considered. To deal with these errors, the strategy we adopt is to convert them into errors
that act only on HMNC and to then run an MNC RG circuit on HMNC , with Hflav being ignored for the remaineder
of phase recognition procedure.

The conversion process is done by measuring the degrees of freedom on Hflav, performing an O(L) amount of
classical data processing on the measurement outcome, and then using the result of this data processing to construct
a certain depth-1 local symmetric circuit U ; we will show that U can always be chosen to turn mixed errors into errors
that act only on HMNC . After acting with U , the wavefunction is left in a form amenable to be adressed with an
MNC RG circuit applied to HMNC , and phase recognition proceeds as in the MNC case developed previously. The
upshot is that phases with non-MNC ω can be dealt with using more or less the same framework as the MNC case,
provided that one pays an O(L) amount of classical data processing as overhead.

1. Entangled pairs representation of SPT ground states for MNC ω

Before getting into the construction for general ω, we first discuss an alternate representation of the symmetry
action and reference fixed-point wavefunctions in the MNC case, which will be helpful to use when we extend our
technology to general ω. This representation can be thought of as a generalization of the usual representation of the
AKLT ground state wavefunction, where spin-1 degrees of freedom are decomposed into two spin 1/2 sites that are
then entangled into Bell pairs between sites. It is based on the fact [35, 69] that any SPT ground state wavefunction
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with zero correlation length can be constructed by applying local isometries to a collection of Bell pairs. In this
representation this construction is made manifest; for this reason we refer to it as the ‘entangled pairs representation’.

To get started, recall that in all of the previous discussion, we have worked in a basis in which the local symmetry
action Rg is diagonal and acts in the regular representation, viz.

Rg =
∑
h∈G

χg(h)|h〉〈h|. (K1)

There is however another convenient basis in which the symmetry fractionalization that occurs in SPT phases is made
more manifest.

Proposition 11 (entangled pair representation, MNC case). When ω is MNC, the regular representation Rg is
unitarily equivalent to the representation

Rg = V ∗g ⊗ Vg, (K2)

meaning that there exists a local unitary U such that U†RgU = Rg (as before, Vg denotes the projective representation
associated with ω).

Recall that ω being MNC implies that G = G′ × G′ is a square and dim(Vg) = |G′|; thus the dimensions in (K2)
match.

Proof. First, note that Rg is linear over G, viz. that RgRh = Rg+h, since while VgVh 6= Vg+h, V ∗g V
∗
h ⊗ VgVh =

V ∗g+h ⊗ Vg+h.
We thus only need demonstrate that Rg and Rg have identical eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of Rg are of course

enumerated by the characters χg(h), h ∈ G. That these agree with the eigenvalues of V ∗g ⊗Vg can be seen by explicitly
constructing the corresponding eigenvectors, which are

|vh〉 ≡ (V ∗h ⊗ 1)|Γ〉, |Γ〉 ≡ 1√
|G|

∑
g∈G′

|g〉 ⊗ |g〉. (K3)

The eigenvalue of |vh〉 under V ∗g ⊗ Vg is accordingly

(V ∗g ⊗ Vg)|vh〉 = (V ∗g V
∗
h ⊗ Vg)|Γ〉 = λω(h, g)(V ∗h V

∗
g ⊗ Vg)|Γ〉 = χh(Γω(g))(V ∗h ⊗ VgV †g )|Γ〉 = χh(Γω(g))|vh〉. (K4)

Since Γω is an automorphism of G, the eigenvalues of Rg are indeed enumerated by the characters χg(h), h ∈ G, as
claimed.

In this representation, the left and right shift operators S
L/R
g are espeically simple. Indeed, from the fact that the

shift operators ‘fractionalize’ the symmetry action into left and right projective parts, it is not surprising that under
the unitary transformation in the above proposition, they become

SLg = V ∗g ⊗ 1, SRg = 1⊗ Vg, (K5)

so that Rg = SLg S
R
g , as desired. It is easy to check that the S

L/R
g obey all the algebraic relations derived previously.

a. MPS representation of reference states |Ψω〉

The reference state |Ψω〉 also takes a rather simple form in this basis. With the decomposition of the physical space
H into the two tensor factors as above, the MPS tensors of |Ψω〉 simply associate the left tensor factor with the left
virtual leg, and the right tensor factor with the right virtual leg:

|Ψω〉 =
∑

g∈GL
Tr[Ag1 · · ·AgL ], Ag = |g1〉〈g2|. (K6)

Graphically,

(K7)

Chaining these tensors together, it is apparent that in |Ψω〉, the right ⊗ factor of the physical Hilbert space at site
i forms a maximally entangled pair with the left ⊗ factor at site i + 1, generalizing the usual picture of the AKLT
state to groups beyond Z2.
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b. Parent Hamiltonian

The parent Hamiltonian of the reference state |Ψω〉 has the same representation as before, viz.

H =
∑
i

Hi, Hi = −
∑
g∈G

SRg,iS
L
g,i+1. (K8)

In the present representation, this is

Hi = −
∑
g∈G

(1⊗ Vg)i ⊗ (V ∗g ⊗ 1)i+1, (K9)

with each Hi easily being seen to stabilize |Ψω〉. Graphically, the action of e.g. H2 on |Ψω〉 looks like

(K10)

The existence of dimVg =
√
|G| protected edge modes is particularly transparent in this representation, since H as

given above contains no nontrivial action on the left tensor factor of the leftmost site (straight line on far left of
(K10)), nor on the right tensor factor of the rightmost site (straight line on far right). Thus on a finite chain, H

has
√
|G| degenerate modes on each edge, corresponding to the

√
|G| independent states of each free tensor factor.

It is easy to check that these degenerate modes cannot be lifted by any symmetry-preserving perturbation. Indeed,
the symmetry action restricted to the edges is the projective action Vg, and {Vg} generate the full matrix algebra

on L(C
√
|G|) — thus there are no nontrivial terms that can be added to the Hamiltonian which commute with the

symmetry and act locally on the free tensor factors.

2. Entangled pairs representation for general ω

We now generalize the formalism of the previous subsection to the case where ω is not MNC. We will show that
for general ω, all of the tools involved (projective representations, reference-state MPS wavefunctions, etc.) can in
some sense be split into an MNC part and an extra ‘flavor’ part, with the latter not playing an essential role in
distinguishing one SPT phase from another. This decomposition is inspired by previous studies of non-MNC SPT
phases [33, 34, 37, 70] and in particular by the masters thesis of David Stephen [33], in which a general prescription
was worked out for constructing zero correlation length MPS tensors for non-MNC SPT ground states.

a. Mathematical preliminaries

First, recall from App. A that for general ω, the projective center Cω is defined as the subgroup of all elements g
for which Vg is a scalar matrix. This means that ω is MNC when restricted to the quotient Gω ≡ G/Cω (which is
always non-trivial; if Cω = G then there are no nontrivial projective representations, and hence no nontrivial SPT
phases). For future reference, we will write the relation between G, G, and Cω as the short exact sequence

0→ Cω
ι−→ G

π−→ Gω → 0. (K11)

In what follows we will drop the subscripts on Gω, Cω for simplicity of notation.
Recall from the math facts listed in App. A that MNC cohomology classes exist for a given finite Abelian group iff

that group takes the form G′ ×G′ for some factor G′. Since ω is MNC on G, we thus always have

G = G′ ×G′ (K12)

for some G′. Since the dimension of every projective irrep with factor set ω is
√
|G| = |G′|, the projective irreps

will always satisfy dim(V ) = |G′| (readers interested in seeing an explicit example can skip ahead to Sec. K 2 e).
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Because the number of topologically protected edge modes is determined by dim(V ) (see e.g. ?? and the following),
their number is thus equal to |G′|. While this is the same number of edge modes as a G-SPT with MNC factor set,
the G-SPT under consideration is nevertheless generically physically distinct from a G-SPT with an ‘accidentally’
enlarged symmetry, as we will see explicitly later.

Let us now fix some notation. In situations where confusion could potentially arise, we will use subscripts to
explicitly denote the group in which operations are being performed, with e.g. +K denoting addition in the group
K (we use ‘+’ for the group action since all groups under consideration are Abelian). Furthermore, we will adopt
notation in which bars denote membership in G, while tildes denote membership in C. We thus will write a general
g ∈ G in terms of the pair (g,

∼
g) ∈ G × C as

g = π−1(g) +G ι(
∼
g), (K13)

where the map π−1 will always be defined using a certain fixed section of G.10 We see that g and
∼
g are obtained from

g as

g = π(g),
∼
g = ι−1(g −G π−1(π(g))), (K14)

where
∼
g is well-defined since g − π−1(π(g)) ∈ ker(π) = im(ι).

Note that when writing elements pairwise like this, the group addition law acts in a twisted way:

(g,
∼
g) +G (h,∼h) = (g +G h, ∼h+C

∼
g +C ∼δ(h, g)), (K15)

where we have defined the function

∼δ : G × G → C, ∼δ(h, g) = ι−1(δπ−1(h, g)), (K16)

with

δπ−1(h, g) = π−1(h) +G π
−1(g)−G π−1(h+G g), (K17)

with ∼δ well-defined for the same reason as
∼
g in (K14). Since δπ−1 is a coboundary, its exterior derivative vanishes,

with

δπ−1(a, b) + δπ−1(a+ b, c) = δπ−1(a, b+ c) + δπ−1(b, c) = π−1(a) + π−1(b) + π−1(c)− π−1(a+ b+ c). (K18)

We will also need a way of talking about relations between the characters of G,G, and C, which we will denote
respectively as χ, χG , and χC . To find the relations between the characters, we apply the Hom functor to the short
exact sequence (K11). Letting K∗ ≡ Hom(K,U(1)) denote the group of characters on K, the contravariance of Hom
gives the left exact sequence

1→ G∗ π∗−→ G∗
ι∗−→ C∗, (K19)

where π∗, ι∗ satisfy ker(ι∗) = im(π∗) and are defined by pre-composing with π, ι, respectively (e.g. π∗(χG)(·) =
χG(π(·)) : G→ U(1)).

Since K∗ ∼= K for all finite Abelian groups K, just as we could write any g ∈ G as the pair (g,
∼
g) ∈ G × C, we can

perform a similar decomposition on characters in G∗, with any χ∗ ∈ G∗ equivalently being given in terms of a pair
(χGg , χ

C
g̃ ) ∈ G∗ × C∗ — here the group elements (ḡ, g̃) ∈ G × C label their respective characters, and we have placed

the bars and tildes on top to distinguish these group elements from g,
∼
g.

This is formalized as the following proposition, which is essentially the dual of (K13):

Proposition 12 (decomposition of characters). Any character χg ∈ G∗ can be written as

χg = π∗(χ
G
g )ι−1
∗ (χCg̃ ), (K20)

where the map ι−1
∗ is as usual defined by picking a section of G∗.11 Here the characters χGg ∈ H∗ and χCg̃ ∈ C∗ are

determined from χg as

χCg̃ = ι∗(χg), χGg = π−1
∗

(
χg

ι−1
∗ (ι∗(χg))

)
, (K21)

where the expression in parenthesis is invertible by π∗ since it is in ker(ι∗).

10 Physicists which find this notation strange can think of π as an
isometry: π(π−1) = 1C , but (π−1)π 6= 1G.

11 Note that it does not simply work by pre-composing by ι−1, since
ι is not invertible except on ker(π).
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We will simplify notation by defining the map

θ ≡ ι−1
∗ (K22)

and by writing G∗ 3 θ(χCg̃ ) ≡ χθ(g̃). Explicitly, when evaluated on h ∈ G, Prop. 12 reads

χg(h) = χGḡ (h)χθ(g̃)(h). (K23)

Since characters can be identified with group elements, we can also decompose any g ∈ G as

g = π∗(ḡ) +G θ(g̃), (K24)

where by following logic similar to (K14),

ḡ = π−1
∗ (g −G θ(ι∗(g))), g̃ = ι∗(g). (K25)

In terms of the pairs (g, g̃), group addition is performed in a way analogous to (K15):

(ḡ, g̃) +G (h̄, h̃) = (ḡ +G h̄+G δ̄(g̃, h̃), g̃ +C h̃), (K26)

where

δ̄ : C × C → G, δ(h̃, g̃) = π−1
∗ (δθ(h̃, g̃)), (K27)

where we have defined the coboundary

δθ : C × C → G, δθ(h̃, g̃) = θ(h̃) + θ(g̃)− θ(h̃+ g̃), (K28)

which also obeys (K18).

Example: G = Z2
pq

To illustrate the above symbol pushing with an example, consider the case when G = Z2
pq with p, q prime, and take

ω = q. Then

C = pZ2
pq
∼= Z2

q, G = Z2
pq/pZ2

pq
∼= Z2

p, (K29)

giving the SES

0→ Z2
q
×p−−→ Z2

pq
mod p−−−−−→ Z2

p → 0, (K30)

so that ι multiplies by p and π takes its argument mod p, with π−1 defined by emedding the elements of G as those
elements of G which have both factors less than p. Letting (a+x b) ≡ (a+ b) mod x, we may then write any g ∈ G
as

g = g +pq p
∼
g, (K31)

where g ∈ Z2
p, ∼
g ∈ Z2

q, and the function ∼δ(g, h) is simply

∼δ(g, h) =
(g +pq h)− (g +p h)

p
. (K32)

In this simple setting, it is straightforward to check that taking the dual merely exchanges p and q. Thus the map
π∗ = ×q is multiplication by q, while ι∗ takes its argument modulo q. The inverse θ = ι−1

∗ embedds the elements of
C as those elements of G with both factors less than q. We may correspondingly also write any g ∈ G as

g = qḡ +pq g̃, (K33)

with

δ̄(g̃, h̃) =
(g̃ +pq h̃)− (g̃ +q h̃)

q
. (K34)
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b. Form of Rg

We now generalize the entangled pair representation Rg of the symmetry operators (K2) to the case of general
ω. The idea is to split Rg into a projective action controlled by the part g of G belonging to G, together with an
ordinary linear action controlled by the part g̃ belonging to C. To facilitate this decomposition, we will break up the
|G|-dimensional physical Hilbert space H at each site as

H = Hl ⊗Hflav ⊗Hre, (K35)

where dimHl = dimHre =
√
|G| = |G′| and dimHflav = |C|. We will refer to Hl ⊗ Hre as the ‘MNC’ subspace

HMNC ; it is on this subspace that the symmetry fractionalization occurs. We will also use the symbols Hflav,HMNC

to refer to the tensor products of the single-site flavor / MNC Hilbert spaces across all sites; the distinction between
the two should be clear from context.

In order to write down Rg, which will split as a tensor product according to the above decomposition, we need a
further definition:

Definition 11. For any g ∈ G, the matrix R̃g ∈ L(C|C|) is defined as the linear represetation Rg restricted to θ(C)

(again with the same fixed section used to define θ). Explicitly, for {|h̃〉 : h̃ ∈ C} a basis of Hflav,

R̃g ≡
∑
h̃∈C

χθ(h̃)(g)|h̃〉〈h̃|. (K36)

We can now state the main result of this subsection, which shows that Rg can be equivalently written in a form
that explicitly separates the symmetry action into a projective action on HMNC and a linear action on Hflav:
Theorem 5 (entangled pair representation, general case). For a factor set ω with projective center C, the regular
representation Rg is unitarily equivalent to the representation

Rg = V ∗g ⊗ R̃g ⊗ Vg. (K37)

Proof. It is easy to check that Rg is linear, viz. that RgRh = Rg+Gh. Thus as with the case of Prop. 11, it sufficies
simply to show that the eigenvalues of Rg are identical to the eigenvalues of Rg. Since the eigenvalues of V ∗g ⊗1|C|⊗Vg
are given by χGg (G) by virtue of ω being MNC when restricted to G, from the definition of R̃g we have

Eigvals(Rg) = {χG
h̄

(g)χθ(h̃)(g) | (h̄, h̃) ∈ G × C}. (K38)

From the character decomposition formula (K23), this set is simply equivalent to the set χg(G), which is indeed equal
to the eigenvalues of the regular representation Rg.

c. MPS representation of reference states |Ψω〉

We are finally in the position to apply the above group theory technology to the problem at hand. Our goal is
to construct a wavefunction |Ψω〉 that will serve as our chosen RG fixed point for the phase SPTω. |Ψω〉 should be
symmetric, and should also be stabilized by a collection of string operators. Furthermore, |Ψω〉 should reduce to the
simple form of the generalized AKLT state (K6) in the MNC case, i.e. in the case when C is trivial. We claim that
the following wavefunction does the job:

|Ψω〉 =
∑

g∈GL
Tr[Ag1g̃• · · ·A

gL
g̃•

], (K39)

where the MPS tensors are (writing g ∈ G as the triple (ḡ1, g̃, ḡ2) ∈ G′ ×C ×G′ in accordance with the factorization
Hl ⊗Hflav ⊗Hre)

Agg̃• = A
(ḡ1,g̃,ḡ2)
g̃•

= |ḡ1〉〈ḡ2|δg̃,g̃• , (K40)

where the virtual space has dimension dimHvirt = |G′| and where g̃• is an arbitrary fixed element of C. A
(ḡ1,g̃,ḡ2)
g̃•

is

simply given by the generalized AKLT state MPS tensor used in the MNC case (K6), plus a projector onto a trivial
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product state for the degrees of freedom in Hflav. Graphically,

Agg̃• = , (K41)

where the orange leg lives in Hflav and the circle denotes a projection onto the state g̃•.
|Ψω〉 has zero correlation length, is stabilized (modulo g̃•-dependent phases) by all of the global symmetry operators

R⊗Lg , and has the correct pattern of symmetry fractionalization; hence it defines a suitable reference state for the
phase SPTω. It is clear from this presentation that the degrees of freedom in Hflav are not essential to defining the
topological properties of the SPT phase, and as such it is convenient to work with a reference state which trivializes
them away. Relatedly, we see that on a finite chain, |Ψω〉 has |G′| symmetry-protected modes localized to each edge;
this shows that the number of protected edge modes is determined only by the dimension of the MNC subgroup
G = G′ ×G′ (see also e.g. [20, 37]).

Physically, the purpose of string operators is that they allow one to move between distinct degenerate edge states.
Since there are only |G′| symmetry-protected modes, the space of operators which acts on the zero mode subspace
has dimension |G′|2 = |G|. Thus we will only define |G| (and not |G|) different string operators, done in the obvious
way by focusing only on the action of the symmetry on the HMNC factor of H:

Definition 12 (string operators for general ω). For g ∈ G, the string operators Sg;i→j are defined as

Sg;i→j ≡ SRg,i ⊗
j−1⊗
l=i+1

Rπ−1(g),l ⊗ SLg,j , (K42)

where the left and right shift operators are defined as

SLg ≡ V ∗g ⊗ 1flav ⊗ 1r, SRg ≡ 1l ⊗ 1flav ⊗ Vg. (K43)

Note that we have chosen the linear symmetry operators Rg appearing in the interior of the string operator’s
support to be defined with a particular section of G picked out by π−1(G) — when evaluated on states where the
Hflav degrees of freedom are in a product state (such as |Ψω〉), the exact choice of section only modifies the action of
Sg;i→j by an unimportant overall phase factor. It is easy to check that the choice of |Ψω〉 in (K40) gives a reference

state stabilized (up to a phase) by all |G| string operators:

Sg;i→j |Ψω〉 = χg̃•(π
−1(g))|j−i||Ψω〉 ∀ g ∈ G, i < j. (K44)

A parent Hamiltonian for the wavefunction |Ψω〉 (given a fixed choice of g̃•) is as in (K8), but with an extra term
to fix all of the degrees of freedom in Hflav to equal |g̃•〉:

H =
∑
i

Hi, Hi = −
∑
g∈G

SRg,iS
L
g,i+1 − 1l ⊗ |g̃•〉i〈g̃•|i ⊗ 1r. (K45)

When restricted to the MNC subspace, |Ψω〉 looks exactly like the references states constructed for MNC ω. Using
the technology developed previously, we can therefore construct a quantum circuit Q̄ω which acts only on HMNC ,
and which corrects any symmetric errors whose actions are restricted to HMNC . The circuit Q̄ω nevertheless does
not by itself provide a way to implement phase recognition, since — as we will see shortly — more complicated types
of errors are possible.

d. edge mode counting and accidental symmetries

Since the number of edge modes is determined only by |G|, it is natural to ask if in fact a G-SPT with MNC
subgroup G is always secretly equivalent to a fine-tuned version of a G-SPT with MNC factor set and an ‘accidental’
enlarged symmetry group G. It turns out that this is sometimes — but not generically — the case.

If a G-SPT is to be equivalent to a fine-tuned version of a G-SPT, one should be able to break the symmetry down
as G ; G, without reducing the number of protected edge modes. The only natural embedding of G into G that
exists is the one given by the map π∗; thus this pattern of symmetry breaking is acheived by preserving the subgroup
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π∗(G) ⊂ G, and breaking the rest of G. In order to determine the number of edge modes that remain after symmetry
breaking, we need simply to compute the projective center of π∗(G), defined as

Cπ∗(G)
ω = {g ∈ π∗(G) : λω(g, h) = 1 ∀ h ∈ π∗(G)}. (K46)

The number of protected edge modes (on a given edge) is then determined by

# edge modes =

√
|G|

|Cπ∗(G)
ω |

. (K47)

Depending on the scenario in question, the number of protected edge modes could be either unchanged (in which case
G should indeed be viewed as an‘accidental’ symmetry) or eliminated entirely. We will see how both possibilities can
be realized in the following example.

e. Example: G = Z2
pq

We return to our example of G = Z2
pq, with p, q prime and the non-MNC cohomology class ω = q. As a reminder,

in this case we have C = pZ2
pq
∼= Z2

q,G ∼= Z2
p.

As in our discussion of the MNC case for G = Z2
N , we will choose the projective representation Vg of G as

Vg = Xg
1Zg2 , where X,Z are the Zp clock and shift matrices. Thus the explicit form of Rg is

Rg = V ∗g ⊗ R̃g ⊗ Vg = Xg
1Zg2 ⊗

∑
h̃∈Z2

q

Z
h̃1(g

1
+q
∼
g1)/q ⊗ Z h̃2(g

2
+q
∼
g2)/q

⊗Xg
1Z−g2 , (K48)

where our choice of lift θ : C → G is manifested in the factors of 1/q appearing in the exponents of the operators

constituting R̃g.

On a given edge, our G-SPT has only
√
|G| = p protected zero modes. Is this SPT then secretely a Z2

p SPT
with an accidentally enhanced symmetry? To answer this question, we consider breaking the symmetry down as
G ; π∗(G) = qZ2

pq (i.e. the generators of G are broken, but their q-fold powers are not). The projective center of
π∗(G) is

C
qZ2
pq

q =
p

gcd(p, q)
Z2
p = Z2

gcd(p,q) =

{
Z1 q 6= p

Z2
p q = p

(K49)

where in the last equality we used that p, q are prime. Thus the number of edge modes is unchanged upon breaking
Z2
pq ; Z2

p if p 6= q (and hence in this case the full G symmetry should be viewed as being accidental), while the edge
modes are completely eliminated if q = p (so that in this case G cannot be broken to any subgroup without completely
trivializing the theory). The latter fact is especially clear when one realizes that when q = p, π∗(G) = pZ2

p2 = C.

3. Picture of general SPT ground states

We now need the counterpart to theorem 3, which established that for MNC ω, any |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω can be written as
a collection of linear symmetry actions (‘errors’) acting on the reference state |Ψω〉. In what follows we will set g̃• = e
to be the identity for simplicity.

We begin by characterizing a basis for operators which is particularly well-suited for the task at hand. Our previous
operator decomposition formula can be generalized as follows:

Proposition 13. Any single-site operator O can be decomposed as

O =
∑
g,h∈G

Cg,hRgSRh̄Wh̃, (K50)

where Cg,h are complex coefficients, and the operators Wh̃ are defined as

Wh̃ ≡
∑
l̃∈C

1l ⊗ |l̃ + h̃〉〈l̃| ⊗ VΓ−1
ω (δ̄(l̃,h̃)). (K51)
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Proof. Consider working in the original basis, in which Rg is diagonal and acts in the regular representation (K1).
This representation is naturally associated with the basis {|g〉 : g ∈ G} for the local Hilbert space. Define the shift
operators

Xg =
∑
h∈G
|h+ g〉〈h|. (K52)

It is then straightforward to check that the set {XgRh : g, h ∈ G} generates all on-site operators. Indeed, this set
clearly contains |G|2 = dim(H)2 operators which are all linearly independent, as

Tr[XgRhR
†
h′X

†
g′ ] = Tr[Xg−g′Rh−h′ ] = |G|δg,g′δh,h′ . (K53)

The Xg and Rh satisfy the commutation relation

RgXh = χg(h)XhRg. (K54)

To find an operator basis better suited for the entangled pairs representation, one possibility is to simply transform
the Xh into the entangled pairs basis. We will do something that is nearly equivalent to this, by looking for operators
that pick up the same phase χg(h) upon commuting past Rg. Define the operator

Xh ≡
∑
l̃∈C

1l ⊗ |l̃ + h̃〉〈l̃| ⊗ VΓ−1
ω (h̄)VΓ−1

ω (δ̄(l̃,h̃)). (K55)

Commuting this past Rg, we find

RgXh =
∑
l̃∈C

V ∗g ⊗ χθ(l̃+h̃)(g)|l̃ + h̃〉〈l̃| ⊗ VgVΓ−1
ω (h̄)VΓ−1

ω (δ̄(l̃,h̃))

=
∑
l̃∈C

V ∗g ⊗ χθ(l̃)+θ(h̃)−δθ(l̃,h̃)(g)|l̃ + h̃〉〈l̃| ⊗ VΓ−1
ω (h̄)VΓ−1

ω (δ̄(l̃,h̃))Vgχ
G
ḡ (h+ δ̄(l̃, h̃))

= χGḡ (h)χθ(g̃)(h)XhRg
= χg(h)XhRg.

(K56)

where the last line follows from our character decomposition formula (K23), and where in the third equality we used12

χδθ(l̃,h̃)(g) = χδθ(l̃,h̃)(π
−1π(g)) = χG

π−1
∗ (δθ(l̃,h̃))

(g) = χG
δ̄(l̃,h̃)

(g). (K58)

This suggests that {RgXh : g, h ∈ G} forms a complete basis of operators. We check this by calculating the trace

Tr[RgXhX †h′R
†
g′ ]. To do so we first write

XhX †h′ =
∑
l̃∈C

1⊗ |l̃ + h̃〉〈l̃ + h̃′| ⊗ VΓ−1
ω (h̄)VΓ−1

ω (δ̄(l̃,h̃))V
†
Γ−1
ω (δ̄(l̃,h̃′))

V †
Γ−1
ω (h̄′)

=
∑
l̃∈C

λh,h′,l̃1⊗ |l̃ + h̃〉〈l̃ + h̃′| ⊗ VΓ−1
ω (h̄−h̄′+δ̄(l̃,h̃)−δ(l̃,h̃′)),

(K59)

where we have defined the rather ugly-looking function

λh,h′,l̃ ≡ ςΓ−1
ω (h̄′+δ̄(l̃,h̃′))ω(Γ−1

ω (h̄+ δ̄(l̃, h̃)),−Γ−1
ω (h̄′+ δ̄(l̃, h̃′)))ω(Γ−1

ω (h̄),Γ−1
ω (δ̄(l̃, h̃))ω∗(Γ−1

ω (h̄′),Γ−1
ω (δ̄(l̃, h̃′))), (K60)

which satisfies λh,h,l̃ = 1. Thus

Tr[RgXhX †h′R
†
g′ ] = δh̃,h̃′

∑
l̃∈C

λh,h′,l̃χθ(l̃)(g − g′)Tr[V ∗g V
T
g′ ⊗ VgV †g′VΓ−1

ω (h̄−h̄′)]

= δh̃,h̃′δg,g′
√
|G|
∑
l̃∈C

λh,h′,l̃χθ(l̃)(ι(∼
g)− ι(

∼
g′))Tr[VΓ−1

ω (h̄−h̄′)]

= δh̃,h̃′δh̄,h̄′δg,g′ |G|
∑
l̃∈C

χC
l̃

(
∼
g −

∼
g′)

= δh,h′δg,g′ |G|,

(K61)

12 For the example of G = Z2
pq , ω = q used earlier, this string of equalities reads

ζ
δθ(l̃,h̃)·g
pq = ζ

δθ(l̃,h̃)·[g]p
pq = ζ

(δθ(l̃,h̃)/q)[g]p
p , (K57)

with g = [g]p and δθ(l̃, h̃) ∈ qZ2
pq .
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as desired.
We now simply realize that Xh can be broken up as

Xh = SR
Γ−1
ω (h)

Wh̃, (K62)

The algebra L2(H) of onsite linear operators is then generated as

L2(H) = 〈RgSRh̄Wh̃ : g, h ∈ G〉, (K63)

as claimed.

For our analysis of SPT ground states, we further need to know how symmetric operators can be decomposed. The
following proposition follows easily from the commutation relation (K56) and character orthogonality:

Proposition 14. Any multi-site symmetric operator Osym can be decmposed as

Osym =
∑

g,h∈GL
Cg,hδ

(∑
i

hi

)
L⊗
i=1

RgiXhi , (K64)

where the Cg,h are complex coefficients.

Proof. The proof is straightforward, and simply involves making use of the commutation relation (K56): for a general
operator O, we have

OR⊗Lg = R⊗Lg
∑

g,h∈GL
χg(
∑
i

hi)Cg,h

L⊗
i=1

RgiXhi . (K65)

Since all of the terms in this linear combination are linearly independent, character orthgoonality means that O is
symmetric iff

∑
i hi = e.

We can now state the analogue of theorem 3 for the case of general ω:

Theorem 6 (relation between SPT states in the same phase, general ω). Let |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω be a ground state in the
SPT phase identified with the cohomology class ω. Then for |Ψω〉 the canonical reference state defined in (K39), we
may always write

|ψω〉 =
∑

g,h∈GL
Cg,hRgS

R
h̄Wh̃|Ψω〉, (K66)

where the Cg,h are complex coefficients satisfying ∑
g,h

|Cg,h|2 = 1, (K67)

and the h are restricted so that ∑
i

h̃i = e,
∑
i

h̄i = −
∑
i

rem(h̃)i, (K68)

with the first equality holding in C and the second holding in G, and where we have defined

rem(h̃)i ≡ δ̄

∑
j<i

h̃j , h̃i

 (K69)

to be the remainder in G accumulated when adding the components of h̃ up to the position i.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward consequence of the decomposition (K64), with the conditions in (K68) just
coming from the fact that the sum over h in (K64) is restricted to those vectors such that

∑
i hi = e, together with

the addition rule (K26).
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Note that because we have chosen g̃• = e, the Wh̃ operators in (K66) only act as shift matrices on Hflav (that is,

they act trivially on HMNC), since their action on Hre is controlled by δ̄(g̃•, h̃i), which vanishes for all h̃i if g̃• = e.

As written in (K66), |ψω〉 is still not in a form that is amenable to be analyzed with the EC machinery developed
in previous sections. This is because unlike in the case where ω is MNC, here the errors acting on |Ψω〉 in (K39) do
not consist solely of onsite symmetry operators. The problem here is ultimately the fault of the Wh̃ operators, which
entangle the flavor degrees of freedom on Hflav with those on HMNC . They arise becuase of the addition rule (K26),

which says that shifting the flavor degrees of freedom by amounts h̃i with
∑
i h̃i trivial in C is actually not in general

a symmetry — rather, one has a symmetry only if the sum
∑
i θ(h̃i) ∈ π∗(G) is trivial in G. When

∑
i θ(h̃i) 6= e,

symmetry is restored only when one performs a compensating action on HMNC , which is reflected in the constraint
on h̄ in (K68).

This means that when we look only at HMNC , the errors in (K39) do not appear to be symmetric, since
∑
h̄i is

not in general equal to the identity. Thus directly acting on HMNC with the RG circuit Q̄ω — whose performance
is predicated on the assumption that only symmetric errors are present — will yield garbage. In order to use Q̄ω
to perform phase recognition, we need to convert the errors appearing in (K66) into errors that are symmetric when
restricted to HMNC . Doing this is the task addressed in the following subsection.

4. Removing the mixed errors

Our goal in this subsection is to construct a procedure by which the errors in (K66) can be converted into a set of
errors which are symmetric when restricted to HMNC .

Suppose we are given the value of h̃ for a particular term in the linear combination of (K66). We can then proceed

as follows. Starting from site i = 1, we move along the chain and compute a running sum
∑i
j=1 θ(h̃j). Each time

this sum ‘overflows’ in C and generates a remainder of an amount rem(h̃)i ∈ G, one acts on the wavefunction with
the operator SR−Γ−1

ω (rem(h̃)i),i
. Sweeping across the entire chain in this matter thus ensures that one is left with a

state in which HMNC is acted on by SR
h̄′
, where

∑
i h̄
′
i = e. Adding up the values of h̃i in a local way ensures that

the SR−Γ−1
ω (rem(h̃)i),i

operators are inserted in such a way that the combined product of shift operators acting on |Ψω〉
always combine into charge-neutral blocks over distances of a correlation length ξ (with ξ set by the coefficients Cg,h

as usual).
The process just described is results in the following protocol to eliminate the mixed errors and perform phase

recognition:

1. Measure the flavor degrees of freedom in the computational basis of Hflav. Let the outcome of this measurement

be h̃ (after measuring, the subsystem Hflav can be discarded, as it will be decoupled from HMNC for the
remainder of the protocol).

2. Use an O(L) amount of classical data processing to compute rem(h̃).

3. Apply Urem(h̃) to the measured state, where

Urem(h̃) ≡
L⊗
i=1

SR−Γ−1
ω (rem(h̃)i),i

(K70)

is a product of single-site unitaries that converts the mixed errors into errors acting only on HMNC .

4. Proceed by applying the error correction circuit Q̄ω to HMNC .

While Urem(h̃) is simply a tensor product of single-qudit rotations, the data processing involved in computing

rem(h̃)i is non-local, since rem(h̃)i depends on h̃j for all j ≤ i. Also note that we do not need to post-select on the

measurement outcomes h̃: any outcome is as good as any other for the purposes of performing phase recognition, as

each set of terms with a fixed h̃ in the linear combination (K66) contain all of the information about the universal
aspects of the SPT phase.

That step 4 of the above protocol sufficies to perform phase recognition is established by the following proposition:
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Proposition 15. For any |ψω〉 ∈ SPTω, the state |ψh̃
ω〉 obtained after measuring the flavor degrees of freedom to

obtain the outcome h̃ and applying the corrective circuit Urem(h̃) can be written as

|ψh̃
ω〉 =

∑
g∈GL

Cg(h̃)RGg |Ψω〉, (K71)

where RGg is the action of the symmetry restricted to HMNC :

RGg = V ∗g ⊗ 1flav ⊗ Vg. (K72)

Proof. By construction, we have

|ψh̃
ω〉 =

∑
g∈GL,h̄∈GL

Cg,h̄(h̃)RgS
R
h̄ |Ψh̃

ω〉, (K73)

where the Cg,h̄(h̃) are again some set of complex coefficients, and

|Ψh̃
ω〉 =

∑
g∈GL

Tr[Ag1
h̃1
· · ·AgL

h̃L
] (K74)

is the canonical reference state with the flavor degrees of freedom fixed to be h̃. Since the action of the corrective

circuit Urem(h̃) yields a state in which the errors are symmetric when restricted to HMNC , the coefficients Cg,h̄(h̃)

appearing in (K73) are now constrained to satisfy
∑
i h̄i = e (c.f. (K68)). Thus when acting on |Ψh̃

ω〉, SRh̄ can be

replaced by a product of RG
h̄

operators for the same reasons as discussed in the proof of theorem 3. When acting

on |Ψh̃
ω〉 the distinction between between Rg and RGg is not important, since the action of the two differs only by an

unimportant overall phase. Thus there is no important dependence on g̃ in the sum, and so after changing notation
for the complex coefficients appearing in the linear combination, we indeed arrive at (K71).

That this allows us to perform phase recognition then follows from the fact that |ψh̃
ω〉 has the same structure as the

groud state wavefunction of a MNC SPT phase. This means that our previously developed RG circuit Q̄ω can simply

be applied directly to |ψh̃
ω〉, with the remainder of the phase recognition procedure proceeding as in the MNC case.
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